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Each year brings its challenges and this year has already brought two la
rge ones. The first has been

a review of learning and teaching in the Department, a so-called Periodic Subject Review (PSR).

Together with Theology and IAIS, our department was the first part of HuSS to be reviewed under

this new scheme, by a team of Exeter academics and administrators together with academic

subject-specialists from other UK Universities. This review committee inter
viewed students at all

levels, plus most of the academic staff. A lengthy report resulted. The main
message was that the

Department and School are doing a very good job, and that students ar
e very happy with their

experience of the Department. There was particular praise for the “Languag
e ladder”, designed to

give strong structure to our multi-level language teaching: two other dep
artments have already

sought out Matthew Wright for his advice in producing their own versi
on of the [adder,

The PSR outcome was good news. It echoed the outstandingly good re
sult of the National Student

Survey, which named Exeter as the Department of Classics and Ancient H
istory with the most

satisfied students in the UK. Meanwhile, Exeter as a whole was named Univers
ity of the Year by the

Times Higher Education Supplement Of course league tables and the [i
ke are crude devices, but all

this positive stuff must mean something good.

The second large challenge is still in progress. Like all departments in all s
ubjects in alt UK

universities, we are in the middle of the Research Assessment Exercise (RA
E 2008). This happens

every five years: an assortment of academics considers the research wor
k of the academic staff of

each department or subject grouping. The submission was made at the
end of 2007 and the

outcome should be known just in time for Christmas 2008. We have done
very well in previous

rounds and are optimistic this time too. It is great to have colleagues w
ho are a//committed to

first-class research, notjust because of reviews like this but because tha
t is what they want to do.

And they do it very well.

As ever, the department’s research continues to burgeon. The resear
ch seminar has had a theme

this year (“Space in Greek culture”, for which a book is planned), whil
e we continue to have papers

on all kinds of other topics too. Postgraduate participation has been
especially good this year.

Meanwhile, Lynette Mitchell has dynamized the Centre for Mediterra
nean Studies through a series

of events and a regular lunchtime seminar in which the Ancient Worl
d has had an important place.

And the Seleucid mafia has organized an international conference on
the dissolution of the

Seleuci.d Empire for this summer, winning AHRC support.

So far this year, two PhDs have been awarded. Rob Bostock wrote
his successful dissertation on

Homer Odyssey XI, while Mike Beer wrote his on the role of dietary restrictions in th
e construction

of identity. Congratulations to them both!

David Braund
Head of Department

‘..

Departmental !A[ews



Staff R,,.esearcll “ews

David Braund’ (‘V.C 3rnd(q)eeterac.uJ
This ijear has een the pubui icon of a collection oJpaper.
(including one of mine) called ClassicalOlbia and the
Scythian world (Orjord ‘U riiversity Press), which I edited
with Sergey ryhitskiy from the (iev Institute of
J4rchaeolopu - the first afa” as I kjtov’. U ‘iikjaire
joint humanuiie, project of any significance .ci.5 I write 1
am strlocng to finish a booIçan Tiack Sea slave trading
znctudcnp ‘Imazon, and all iir.d’,, ,‘/tu#f zi itli Ic’. of
dIerodotus) Ty ,unmer I must also finish a pro)et with
georgcan colIc uc, concerning ‘me T.oman artefacts
recently rediscovered in boEe in the yanashia IMuseum in
Ibtitsi lt is now photographed and I am uork,tng on the
te.rj with a z’ieu to6ilircgual publication in georgian and
‘English 9i1’y worlçi.c moctly rooted in ‘Eastern ‘Europe,
which means that I must often travel to Georgia, ussia,
‘lJk,raine, fPola’jd and elsewhere. ‘This i.e no hardship in
itself (though the RLussian winter does not please me), but
it requires a lot oJ juggling to mak,e sure that everything
else not least teaching gets done properly.

‘Eleanor Diek,ey “E.Diclyeac.ukJ
“This ,year I have been working on two projects: one on how
to say “please” in Latin and greekjand flow not to say it,),
and’ one an edited volume on colloquialLatin (what it is
and how tofinclit). I’ve also been giving tal1s on ancient
scholarship folfowirig the publication of my book,on that
topic, and writing short pieces on various aspects of greek,
linguistics.

C/Iris gill (C.y.giff(4eteter.ac.uk)
Last year Ifinisheda book, Waturalistic Psychology in
alen oneS Stoicism. ‘This is to be published by Orjord
University Tress, after some revisions that Jam making
this year. The book,is about the interface of philosophical
and medical approaches to human psychology in the second
century ,‘D, and I have also written some chapters in
edited volumes in the same area, I have also published two
book,.chapters on 9ilarcus aurelius and my longer.term
plans include a book,on [arcus and one on Stoic ethics
more generally.

Lena Isayev is currently on research leave, working on the
project of the migratory parad’o.

Qebecca Langlands LariglanIse.ac.u.k)
I have been on maternity leave most of this year, after
Constance was born in ‘ilay 2007. Otherwise, I continue
my collaboration with ?çate Tislier in the department of
.9-history. Together we have written a series of papers and

‘‘ F ;‘r,,,et-’ U:v’i ‘‘‘r; ,h,

014 .5 p r a r i I’ about vi

hum an I

Lynette 9(itcheff j’Lg .9(itcheffe,ac uk,)
9ovember saw the publication of my monograph,
Panilellenism and the barbarian in archaic and classical
grc, by th Classical Press ot ‘tI’aies (see page 26 for a
reviewt lvleanwhile, 1 have pressed on with other research
proleL ts in partccular one on kjrig.cfcip and greek, political
thcoristn ‘I, tici, tnd. an artiste on monarcftzj in
Thucydides wil appear this spring in POlis I have also
u rttten a paper on Xenophon s Cyropaclia for tht Ccv ise
of Leadership Studies ‘Working Tapers series and have
juSt completed a paper snf;eedom and the rule of law in
the fifth century. To finish the year, I am co.organising a
conference in Cambridge in September on kings hip in the
Pk,ear ‘East and’ med’ieval’Europe.

Stephen 9fitchel( is currently on research leave.

aren 9(isUffleaffaigh (X9(i4k(/ieaffaig/ie.ac.ukj
I have devoted most of this year to my book, on Lucianic
fiction, but I also completed an article about play with
oriqins in Lucian’s ‘J”erae 5listoriae. During the summer
months, I will be delivering two conference’papers on
subjects related to my research on pseudo.docuonenitarucm:
one on the reception of the ancient .ss-novelin Umberto
‘Ecoc The l7ame of the A.,ose, andonie on the letter as a
parates.tual device in fiction.

Daniel Ogden (D.Ogdenc4eeter.ac.ukj
In the last 12 months three book,s ,have appeared: In
Search of the Sorcerer’s .9lpprentice (ClassicalPress of
‘Wales, 2007— see page 38/or a review): Terseus
(‘doutledge, 2008); anid(ed.)5T Companion to greek,
R,.ellyion (lack,well, 2007). Some shorter pieces have also
appeared, including ‘Two studies in the reception and
representation ofAlesander’s ses,uality’in Sleck,eI, W.,
‘Tritle, L., and’’Wheatley, P., eds. ,tllesanders empire.
ITormulation to decay. Yegina Press, Claremont, 2007, 75’(4 108 and ‘lllagic in theSeveran period’inSwain,S., ‘EIsner,
y., and Y’larrison,5.3., eds.Severan Culture. CUP, 2007,
454-65. .Tinihing touches to this material aside, 1 re also
been working on Pgjght’s Plack,,gents (Continuum’
fJ’lambledon, publication ca, clay 2008) and teander the
great: 1[yth and Seualiiy (University of’EeterTress.

0 publication early 2009) and a number of other shorter6 pieces. I m still salting away stufffor my nevernever
project, on dragon myths and snak,e cults.
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currntli, ekamuting globaitsing prvcee asoctated with

oppida in pre -conquest ‘Britain, in terms of networ
ki of

long distance trade (more pots) and tile use of brooches in

tile elaboration of new forms of dress unit identity. I am

also running an interdisciplinary discussion group within

the university on material culture, featuring participor: ts

from the departments oILngltsh, geography, rchaeology

and Classics or Jdncient 9fisiory.

Jeliard SeaforI( Seafar1c4e.jter.ac.ukJ

I am it: the third year of my Lei’erhuhne Setlowship, and

covtinue to write ivy biq booIentitleIPolis and Cosmos iii

tIle Lor1iest Drama: tile Tragedie. ofAecIlylus, as wel1a.

giving several conference papers. I have lectured in greece,

germany, Poland, Switzerland and the Tt5.

Tier Luigi °Tu cci ‘T.L1ucci@ieeter.ac.ukJ
!uily teaching and research interests cover a wide variety of

topics, such as greelcandR,.omari art and architecture,

Poman topography politics and ideology in tIle building

activity of ancient 9?ome, oman building industry and

technology, 9?.pman religion, the ‘conversion “ of f&oman

buildings into churches and basilicas, medieval archaeology

in !R,ome and Italy, the reuse of spolia. During my recent

archaeologicalstudies on the Capitoline hull discovereda

wide domus, which seems to be the only aristocratic house

still preserved on the summit of the hill. ‘This site will be

one of the most important sources of information on

P,oman architecture andsociety. I am also working on a

book.on the architecture of the ‘Templum Pacis and tile

other imperial Forum, with a detailed study of the

medieval phases of the basilica of 55. Cosma e Damiano,

consecrated by Pope lFelix,IV(526-30)

Lieve ‘Van 5(oof(L/Van-2Ioof@eeter.ac.ukj

9do,t of my time this year went to my first book,

provisionally en titled ‘The Social Dynamics of Philosophy.

Rioting Plu torch ‘s ‘Pop ular-Phutosopllical’ Writings. In

this book, which I hope to finish by the end of the year, I

present a radical re-eva(ua tion of a group of often

neglected Plutarchean writings with special attention to

the dynamic interaction of philosophy andsociety. In the

meantime, several articles on Plutarch and other authors

have appeared or are in press. I have also laid the

foundations for a new research project, which wilt eamine

the role of traditional gree& culture in the greek literature

of thefourth century i4.D.

Peter ‘Van 9’fjtffelen P P Q ‘Van 9guJfetevtd es,eter ac utcj
Ii Cr. ,C ‘. I -

‘l t ‘Ct Q C 17 r je ‘

TQ 1C . 0 1 ti 4i’ C , ‘ C

an phtiosophtcal tcw of rciigta i u t-t cony 4a

Pmpire ‘With Stephen 9tiitchell I am also editing two

volumes resulting from the 2006 Pagan lonotheism

conference. ‘The rest of ivy time is spent on Late 1ntiquity.

I am planning a bookon Late .ntique 9-listoriography,

white at tile same time contributing to a project on

Ppiscopalsuccession in Late 5lntiquitu, run with

colleagues from ‘Belgium and germany Afew papers

rel,aed to these topics have appeared or are fart flcomivg

yohn ‘Wilkins 15.9ti’WUkins@eeter ac.ukj

In the past year. I haze been trying to worlc. inert closely

with colleague and pc’.ctgrads. ‘The Qalen seminars that

we have been running forfour years have now become so

popular in the Department that we are going to write a

bookjogether to complement tile qa(en arid his

Intellectual ‘14’orld volume that has just gone off to the

press. I am now working more closely with 9ilarkjack.son,

Director of the Centre for 9vledical5listo;y, andhe is

participating in my conference on Plants and ?(nowledge

in Pxeter in 9lay, as is Caroline Petit who was studying

g alen ‘s pharmacology here from 2004-7, and grainne

grant, who is writing a thesis on perfume. I am also

trying to set up a 9iletwork, (funding councilspealc) to

study ‘British food in the conteat of Pmpire (P,.oman and

‘British) and urn working closely with [artin Pitts and

SOS (London ‘University) on this series offour

conferences that will culminate, we hope, at the ‘British

Library. 9ily comic studies continue, and Jam off to a

comic conference in Corlcin guly with 9i1’atthew ‘Wri,qht

and ‘Valeria Cinaglia who is studying comedy and

k.nowledge in 9ilenander.

Peter ‘WLceman “T.T.Wisemanc’e,ac.uk) Wow that

‘Unwritten Rome is out, I m trying to get !R.emembering the

5(oman People ready for the press. ‘74’hen tilaCs done, it’ll

be time to finish off the ‘Worldc Classics translation of

Ovids tTasti (by 5lnne and Peter Wiseman),for which the

publishers have been waiting with commendable patience.

91attulew Wright (9i’L’Wrighe@’e.ac.ukJ

I haz’e spent the last few months finishing my book.on

Orestes (one of Puripides ‘last and most peculiar

tragedies). ‘This will be published b8 Duckj.aorth in time for

Christmas, and willmaki an es,cellent pre.centforfriends

anti relatives: reserve yourcopy nowl During
2008.91

shall be on sabbatical, working on my net bookj’The

Comedian us Critic) and improving my tennis.

‘(arti Pittc 19i’( P 1 PittslIVeeter ac nil)
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‘Postgraufuate ews

We welcomedfour new Ph’D students into tile department this year, whose research topics are described
below. ‘The graduates participate in regular postgraduate research seminars, weekfq Greekand Latin
reading groups and all other facets of life in the department and schoo1 including the inaugural 9luSS
football competition

Shane rennatt (S.ç.renraneeterac.ukJ: [y research centres on Xenophon s nabasis which is the
major curviving autcbiographica[ account of a journey by a clastca( reeIc. I am arguing that Xenophon
wrotc the boo1c,a a recoidof ‘reelçaehievernent andfui[ure. Currently I am ejrmining the circumstances
of the tet s production.

Editor’s note: Shane is far too modest to mention that not
only has he followed the route described by Xenophon on foot
through Turkey, and Iraq, but he has also written a highly
engaging and personal book about his travels,

Ava’LLabLe from Amazon now!

‘Pal’eria Ciruiglia (‘ a(eria.Cinagfiac’eaeter.ac.ukj: ‘[y research topic is in the middle ground/letween
Philosophy andDrama. !7iiy argument is that incient Philosophy and’ the ‘i(ew Comedy of 9lenander deal
in different ways with the same issues: i) how we can kjiow the truth and whether jiowlede is always
possible, ii) how we k,now ourselves and (iii) how we determine the right way to act. fenand’er’s comedies
are built on issues raised by partial kyzowled’ge andmistaiç,en assumptions. Why did 9k{enander build’ these
plots? In my opinion the epistemology and the ethics of Plato and Ylristotle provide the essential
bacAg round to these themes, flvly interests go beyond trying to show direct philosophicalinfluence on
Mertander, so I will also enplore common philosophical ideas and’ plot structures and’ not just ‘v[errander’s
allusions to philosophical ideas.

Claude anack,j’chek2O1c4eaeter.ac.ukj: !7ly thesis willfocus on the co-conspirators of the Catiline
Conspiracy. ‘The plot to burn R,,ome and k,jll its most prominent citizens was led by Publius Cornelius
LentulusSura and’ his cohorts. It is this conspiracy within Qome and its suppression, rather than the
defeat of the conspiracy represented’ by Catiline and’ his rag-tag army in 7orthern Ztruria, that lead’s to
Cicero ‘s triumph as consul. ‘Therefore, by eaminirig and’ presenting the language and’ evidence regarding the
conspiracy from a different focal point, a rethinking of how the Catiline Conspiracy has been presented by
5lncieni Sistory through the years should emerge.

Cara Sheld’rakj t’ces213eeter.ac.uj: I am u’orJng on a thesis about the use of Classics by writers in
Cornwall. ‘rhe aim is to investigate how local historians and amateurs interpret Classical evidence for
their worfe,,. 5llthough there is only a tiny amount o,Imaterialevidence s/lowing contact with the R,,omans,
less showing contact with çreektraders and lik,ewise a small amount written by Classical authors
(mainly creek, historians), writers in Cornwall have developed’ narratives focussed’ on carefulselection

fn rhe’Drab
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and readznq tt rt retcncJ t a t ctaccte , a a ia fLat t J t r

defeated the Politicians in the league match
narrowly defeated in the final.]

On the night Fabio Cappello took charge of his
first England game at Wembley, up on the
Rubbercrumb, Classics took on a much
fancied Politics side in the league stage of the
HuSS football competition. Victory for the
Politicians would effectively see them with one
hand on the coveted Charlotte Rushforth
trophy, and put the Barbarians out of
contention.

Getting into this position had been no
small achievement for Classics, who had
begun the season with a depleted squad.
Whitmarsh had been transferred to Oxford,
Ogden had not recovered from a ligament
injury suffered playing for Swansea, and Tucci
was sidelined because of his boots, Then it
emerged right at the start of the season that
Kennedy had an aversion to rain, and strong
wind, making the mercurial Canadian’s
availability unpredictable. Fortunately on the
night, prayers and libations were answered,
and the hard east wind that had been strafing
the Rubbercrumb abated. Nobody likes the
east wind. Not fish, men or giants.

Beaten by the Arab Institute in their
opening game, the Barbarians had bounced
back with convincing wins over Sociology,
Theology and, in the derby match, a total
demolition of History. Politics had dispatched
all their opponents, in all cases by several
goals, though in fact History’s heaviest defeat
came against Classics on the Flowerpot fields.

Politics were on the attack straight
from the whistle and it took a fingertip save
from Kananack to thwart a rasping drive from
Khalid Almezaini. Kananack’s opposite
number in the Politician goal was to prove
even more difficult to beat. From the ensuing

kickout, Brennan headed down to Erickson
whose first time volley from six yards was
somehow stopped by the keeper. After these
and a flurry of other opening exchanges —

most memorably a chip from Yue on the edge
of the box that just clipped the upright — the
half settled into a tactical affair, with both
sides probing but unable to make a decisive
break through. But on 22 minutes, Kennedy,
menacing down the right wing all evening,
dinked passed Mansour, the left back, and
delivered an inch perfect cross into the box.
Hill met the ball bravely with a diving header
but her effort whizzed narrowly over the bar.
This signalled a purple patch for the
Barbarians. For a full ten minutes balls rained
in on the opposition goal. The sustained
pressure eventually told with the move of the
match. Light, finest of all the Barbarians
except Watt, threaded the ball through the
middle of the field to Sears who flicked on to
Kennedy. His sweeping cross-field ball found
Watt in space. Audaciously nutmegging the
burly Politics centre back, he sped into the
box, rounded the keeper and slotted home.
The goal sent the Barbarian crowd into wild
celebration. Led by Marshall on the lute, they
cavorted and cart-wheeled across the playing
field before disappearing into the woods
fringing the north end of the Rubbercrumb.

Without the incessant clash of cymbals,
the remainder of the game was played out in
an eerie quiet. Politics began the second half
with steely determination: a series of
crunching tackles set the tone for a
competitive half hour. However the resolve of
the Classicists was equal to their opponents,
and they were deserved winners of the contest.

(a a’ a t a r a df/e’ nt r ‘aft b at ‘t t pt( r J
It t TwgaphJ ti (fu C nwa,(aac[ ti ast, • tag se a a appr c i t (Is nat t

tu a

Not bt ts

[Editors Note: This report relates to the league match between Classics and the

eventual winners of the HuSS football competitions Politics, The Classics Barbarians
by the difference of one goal, but were
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Texts and History: Reflections on Catullus, Cicero and Ovid

T P \Vi.eman

IThe Mary White Memorial I ccture, goen at Trinity College, Unixersitv ot fororito, b Nox cnibi u . I

knew Professor White when I ‘aas teaching at the Uniersity of Toronto in
1970-71 .J

Mary White was a scrupulous historian, always attentive to what the evidence
can and cannot tell us,

for whom teaching and scholarship formed an indivisible unity. She was, in the best sense,
an old-

fashioned scholar, and today I should like to offer some old-fashioned schola
rship in her honour. So, just

for an hour, let’s try to think ourselves back into a pre-postmodern era when empirical enquiry was not

just one rhetorical strategy out of many, but the only valid form of scholarly a
rgument 1 hope it won’t be

too ditfiu,tlt,

I

When I came to Toronto in 1970, 1 had just written my first book, a very slim volume — nov. something

of a rarity — called CaIii/Jan uesIiuns. M1 title was an allusion to Ludwig Schwabe’s uaestzones CtuIizanae

of 1862, which I was concerned to refute.
It was Schwabe who created the story about Catullus that most classicists be

lieved for most of

the twentieth century: that ‘Lesbia’, the woman he loved and hated, was Clo
dia, wife of Quintus

Metellus Celer; that he met her in Verona in 62 BC, when Metellus was proc
onsul of Cisalpine Gaul; that

their adulterous affair continued in Rome, presumably in 61 and 60; that
Clodia then threw him over for

Marcus Caelius Rufus, whose relationship with her is dealt with so enterta
iningly in Cicero’s Pro cae/io.

By the time of Caelius’ trial in April 56, that relationship was over; Catullu
s, meanwhile, had been away

on Gaius Memmius’ staff in Bithynia during 57, and returned to Italy in
the spring of 56. According to

the Schwabe scenario, Catullus attempted a reconciliation with the now
disgraced Clodia, but in vain; she

descended into utter promiscuity, and his final message of farewell, poem
11, is securely dated to 55 BC.

It is a seductive story, and what makes it so is the compatibility of the two
portraits, that of

Lesbia in Catullus’ poems and that of Clodia Metelli in Cicero’s speech. S
urely there couldn’t be Iwo such

women in Rome? Well, of course there could. But we know from Apuleius, who probably had good

sources, that Lesbia’s real name was Clodia. That would be a knock-down
argument, were it not for the

fact that Clodia Metelli had two sisters, also with adulterous reputations. It
is a reasonable inference that

Lesbia was one of the three Clodiae, but (pace Schwabe there is no way of
telling which one.

My objection to the Schvabe scenario was (and is) that it is inconsistent
with what we know

about the date of Catullus’ poems. There are 116 poems in the collectio
n, 13 of which are internally

datable:

4 56 or after Bithynia 45 55 or after Syria and Britain

10 56 or after Bithynia 46 56 or after Bithynia

11 55 or after Caesar in Britain 52 55 or after? Varinius ‘consul’

28 56 or after Memmius 53 58? 56? 54? Calvus and Vatinius

29 55 or after Caesar in Britain (Gruen 1966)

31 56 or after Bithynia 55 55 or after Pompey’s portico

35 after 59 Novum Comum 113 55 Pompey cos. II

That’s a pretty good proportion, 11.2%, and the consistency of the dates
is very impressive. The

empirical conclusion is inescapable: the poems belong to the middle fifties. Of course it is
possible that

some of the 103 undated poems are earlier or later, but positive argum
ents would be needed to establish

an earlier or later date. The default position is 56-54 BC, and the onu
s of proof is on whoever proposes a

different date.
Schwabe’s scenario dates the love affair with Lesbia to the late sixties

. Lesbia’s husband is

mentioned in two of the poems, and Metellus Celer died in 59. Remar
riage was normal in the Roman

8
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rInna1s 1/olusi, ucata carru, imnc o caeruIeo creata p01/tn,
notum so/uitepro meapuella. quae sanctum Ida/mm Vriosqne uper/os
nani sundae Veiieri Qpidinique quaeque A ncona Cnidumque harimdinosam
noiii4 si sibi rutitnt,is essem co/is qnaeque Amaihunta qnaeque Gogoi
desissemque truces mbrare iambos 5 quaeque Durrachium Pladniae tabernam. 1
e/ectissima pessmi poetac acceptumJice redditumqiw no/urn,
scnitta iardpdz d o datiiram si non illepidum neque inuenusturn of
inre/icibis its/n ‘anda li,giis. at tios in/en a ?,cmtt 11’ ‘7ini,
ci hoc pessima se pue/Li nidit p/en? runs ci inficazrimm
zotose ac /ebule noitere diiis. I () anna/es 17o!u ‘1, c.icata curtis

Volusius’ Aana/s, shat-on pages, discharge a o on my girl’s behalf. for she vowed to holyVenus and to Cupid that if I were restored to her and stopped hurling fierce iambics, she’d givethe choicest writings of the worst of poets to the lame-footed god, to he burned on ill-omenedwood. Bad girl! She saw herself making this vo; to the gods as an elegant joke.

So now, o goddess born from the sky-blue sea, you who dwell in holy Idallum and open Urii and‘\ncona and reedy Cnidos and Amathus and Golgi and
Dyrrachium, tavern of the Adriatic, make it that the vow is paid
and received, if it’s not lacking in elegance and charm. As for you,
meanwhile, into the fire with you, full of clodhopping clumsiness,
Volusius’ Anna/s, shat-on pages.

The poem presupposes the love affair; we may infer a quarrel from line 4,
but there is none of the bitterness and contempt found in the poems
attributed to the late stages of the affair, When was it written? I suggested
that the odd list of Venus’s addresses in lines 12-15 might provide a
terminuspost quem. Idalium, Amathus, Golgi and Cnidos were all known
cult centres of Aphrodite; Dyrrachium, Urii and Ancona, on the other
hand, were the three necessary ports of call for a ship sailing from Greece
to Sirmio, as poems 4 and 31 show Catullus’ yacht doing in the spring of
56 BC. 1 conclude that the poem was written after that date,

One of the supposed arguments in favour of the Schwabe scenario is the fact that two poems areaddressed to a Caeius, and another two to a Rufus. But the combination of the two into the MarcusCaelius Rufus of the Pro C’ae/io won’t work, because the Rufus poems are hostile and the Caelius poemsare friendly. It remains possible that either the Rufus of the poems or the Caelius of the poems could beCaeius Rufus, but neither of those hypotheses is at all plausible.
‘Rufus’ is a very common cognomen, and the man Catullus addresses by that name could beanyone; even with our limited information, we can immediately point to Caecilius Rufus, Egnatius Rufus,Herennius Rufus, Marcius Rufus, Mescinius Rufus, Mescalla Rufus, \Iinucius Rufus, Numerius Rufus,Paquius Rufus, Pompeius Rufus, Pomponius Rufus, Quinctius Rufus, Sempronius Rufus, SextiliusRufus, Titius Rufus, Tullius Rufus and Vibullius Rufus — and that’s iust counting senators.
What about Caelius? Here are the two poems, 58 and 100, in which he features:

(Jae/4 Lesbza nosira, Leshia i//a, Cue/i//s Auji//emim e/Qniniius Aufi//enam
i//a Lesbia, quam Catu/lus unurn f/os 1/eronensum depereunt initenrun.
p/its quam se atque suos arna!iit oi,ines, hicfratrem, i//e soro rem. hoc est, quod dicitur, il/nd
n/inc in quadriuiis ci an,gzoriis fraternum nere du/ce soda/iclum.

9
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Caelius: m Lesbia, yes Lsbia, that Lesbia whom alone Camllu loved more than himself and all

his kin, now on street-corners and down alleys peels the descendants of great
-hearted Remus.

Caeius and Quintius, the flower of Veronese youth, are dying for (respectively)
Aufillenus and

Aufillena, one for the brother, one for the sister. That really is what the call sweet fraternal

comradeship.Whose side should I be on? Yours, Caelius; for your friendship
alone was made

clear to me when the mad flame was burning m marrow Be lucks, Caelius, and potent in love.

In poem 58, Lesina nostra in line I is often translated ozir Lesbia’. as it it meant the wo
man we has r buth

loved’. I find it deepl implausible that Catullus would has e used that tone
of fellow-feeling to an cx-

rival; but there is no need to rely on subjective impressions. We know from
poem 100 that Caelius was

Veronese (Caeius Rufus came from Interamnia), and that at the time Catullus wac crazy about Lesbia he

was a loyal friend, The identification Just doesn’t work.
These matters have not much concerned Catullan scholars in recent years

. Fashions change, and

academics nowadays are more excited by the erotics of domination, the
language of social performance,

or the poetics of Roman manhood (I allude to just three major Catullan monographs of the last few

years). But ordinary readers are still interested in real lives, and the translat
ors who make Catullus

available to them still have to grapple with these traditional questions. Two really excellent Ca
tullus

translations have appeared recently, by David Muiroy in 2002 and by Peter
Green in 2005; and so it has

come about that my little book of nearly 40 years ago is being argued about
all over again.

Now, I grant you that my assessment may not be wholly impartial - but
even so, I have

regretfully to report that the standards of empirical enquiry are evidently
in sharp decline.

David Muiroy begins his argument with a firm statement that “the identif
ication of Lesbia with

Clodia Metelli ... is certainly the most likely of possible scenarios” (p.xiii
). He then goes on to address

the chronology question with the assertion that “Clodia Metelli became a
widow in 59 BC and is not

known to have remarried” (p.xiv. The relative order of two little words
may seem a minor matter, but in

fact it is crucial, What he should have said was “...and is known not to h
ave remarried”. \Vhat the widow

Clodia’s marital status was at the time to which Catullus’ poems are datab
le is not the open question that

he implies.
Dr Mulroy then addresses poem 36. Accepting that the poem must be dated after Catullus’ return

from Bithynia, he argues as follows p.xv:

If Lesbia prayed for Catullus’ safe return from Bithynia, she must have had a relationship with

him before he went to Bithynia. Furthermore, if her prayer was connecte
d with the hope that he

would ‘stop brandishing fierce iambs’, it is obvious that their relationship
had run into stormy

weather before Catullus set sail.

That is, we assume without argument that line 4 refers to Catullus’ r
eturn from abroad rather than to

making up a quarrel, and that line 5 refers to attacks on Lesbia herself
rather than political invectives like

the iambic poem 29 (on Caesar and MamLirra), which the reader of the collection has
just read. No

notice is taken of the overall tone, so different from the bitterness of the late poems. And even if the

inference were sound, it would take the affair back only to 58 BC, and
not to the period when Clodia

Metelli was a married woman. However, Dr Muiroy believes that he h
as done all he needs to, “The

identification of Lesbia with Ciodia Metelli,” he concludes (p.xvi), “thus
seems to me to acquire the

status of high probability.”
As for Peter Green, he assumes from the start that Apuleius’ statement that Lesbia’s real name

was Clodia means that Lesbia was Clodia Metelli. Quoting Kenne
th Quinn, he declares that “the Ciodia

painted by Cicero in his speech in defence of Caelius is Lesbia to the
life” (p.5). He knows without
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in a 41 -page introduction, Peter Green allows himself one sentence on the datable poems, andsweeps away, with a casual reference to Muiroy on poem 36, any idea that they count against hisidentification of Lesbia (p.6). He makes a novel contribution to the complex debate about the dates ofCatullus’ birth and death, citing Cornelius Nepos’ Lift ofAt/lens as proof that the poet was dead by theage of 32 (p.2). What the Nepos passage actually shows is that he was dead by 32 BC not quite thesame thing
However, Green’s translation i brilliant, and th Uniersir ot California Press have done itjustice, producing a beauutul hook that will surely be Catullus for at least a generation of Englishspeaking readers, And riding on its success ill go the unlikel figure of Ludwig Schwabe, a ghost fromthe age of the kings of Prussia, his fallacies still flourishing after nearly a cenwr and a half.It would be unmanh to despair. But I do wonder hat Macv White, who gave such carefulattention to questions of chronology, would have macic of it all. Gentle and conciliatory though she was,she might hae found it just a little shocking.

Ii
My purpose in rehashing all this is not just to defend my own point of view (though that of coursecomes into it, but to show by example the extraordinary power of preconception in overcoming rationalargument. David Muiroy and Peter Green are determined to believe that Lesbia was the Clodia of the Pro(‘ac/jo, just as Plutarch was determined to believe that king Numa was a disciple of Pythagoras, despitehis own empirical knowledge that the second king of Rome must have lived two centuries before thesage of Croton. “It’s difficult,” he said (Lfi ofNuma 1.4), “to be precise about chronology.” Yes, it is, butthat doesn’t justify ignoring the evidence.

Let me offer you a different instance of the same phenomenon. The great majority of modernRoman historians take it as axiomatic that the republic was always, and necessarily, an oligarchy. Ofcourse they are aware that only the Roman People in its formal assembly could pass laws or elect men toexecutive office; but that seems to make no difference. Under the guidance of the great twentieth-century masters — Matthias Gelzer, Friedrich Münzer, Ronald Syme — historians have concentrated onthe nobilitas, the office-holding aristocracy, as if its rivalries and alliances were all Roman history couldever consist of. It is Syme who offers the most elegantly quotable formulations (The Roman Revolutionpp.7, 152):

In all ages, whatever the form and name of government, be it monarchy, republic, or democracy,an oligarchy lurks behind the façade; and Roman history, Republican or Imperial, is the history ofthe governing class,

The realities of Roman politics were overlaid with a double coating of deceit, democratic andaristocratic. In theory, the People was ultimately sovran, but the spirit of the constitution washeld to be aristocratic. In fact, oligarchy ruled through consent and prescription.

Of course fashions change in this field too — but the quasi-sociological idiom of ‘upwardly mobile elites’favoured by more recent authors is no less in thrall to the traditional preconception. What happensbelow the ‘elite’ is out of sight and out of mind.
This new style seems to me to be a fine example of the universal opposition between ‘lumpers’and ‘splitters’ — categories first used to describe methods of biological taxonomy, but easily applicable toother types of intellectual enquiry as well. Lumpers like to group disparate phenomena togetheraccording to the characteristics they are perceived to have in common; splitters like to insist on the
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be made, but while sociology may be heuristically uselul to historiarm, in
suggesting categories of

questions that might usefully be asked of the evidence, its idioms have to
be used with care, In particular,

I don’t think reference to the Roman ‘ruling elite’ is very helpful to the h
istorian, How would one say it

in Latin? nobiles? prim-ipes ciuitailr? ore/a senatorius? optimus quisque? paucipotente
s? Each of those phrases, as

used in a particular text, has its own nuance, and it is only by taking accou
nt of such nuances, in the light

of what we can infer from the other particular texts we happen to have, that we may hope to underst
and

how the Roman republic worked, But in any case (to get back to my main sub
ject;, whethcr we call them

thL elits or the nob/him, it is widch agreed that they were the onl) people
ho mattered.

This preconception has been forcefully challenged by Ronald yme s successor-but one in mc

Camden Chair of Ancient Histori at Oxford, Fergus Millar. In his Jerome
Lectures on The O’owd in Rome

in the Late Rubhi , published in 1998, Millar drew particular attention to
the evidence of Cicero, as an

eyeoutness and participant in the realities of Roman politics, and he stre
ssed the importance of the contio,

or speech to the People, as a vital part of the political process. His arguments
seem to me entirely

compelling, but they have met with very firm resistance. Henrik Mouritsen, in his influential monograph

on P/cbs and Politics in the Late Roman Republic (2001), insists that the comm
on people of Rome took no

significant part in the political process, and even more recently the C’ambrie
ge companion to this Roman

Republic (2004) assures us that “the leading men of the most promine
nt political families, the nobility of

office (nobulitas), dominated political life from their seats in the Senate” (p 89)

But what about those contiones, those turbulent public meetings in the Ro
man Forum? Mouritsen,

to his credit, tackles the question head on (pp.40-l), referring to three
Ciceronian passages that seem to

prove Millar’s point. The first is from a letter of 61 BC, filling Atticus in on ‘all the latest political news

(AdAtticum 1.16.1 1):

Acredit i//nd, quod il/a conlionalis hue-udo aerari misera ac ieiuna plebecula, me ab hoc Ai
agno unice dili,gi

There is a further point: this wretched starveling rabble that comes to me
etings and sucks the

treasury dry imagines that 1 have no rival in the good graces of our Grea
t One,

According to Mouritsen, “The tone of the letter is generally exagger
ated..., far too rhetorical to be of

much use in determining who attended contiones.”
The second passage is from a similar letter to Quintus Cicero in 56 BC, again about Pompey (Ad

O.fratrem 2.3.4):

Vehementer essepronidendum ne opprimatur, contionario i/la populo a seprope alienato, nobi/itate inimica, non

aeqio senatu, inuentute improha.

He says he must take very good care not to be caught napping, with
the meeting-going public

pretty well alienated, the nobility hostile, the Senate ill-disposed, an
d the younger generation ill-

conditioned.

According to Mouritsen, the contionathspopulus Cicero refers to “
may not represent a ‘politicised’ section

of the p/cbs, but rather those citizens, often of higher social standing,
who regularly frequented the Forum

and could be relied on to turn up for a contia in support of the sen
ate”.

The third passage is from the dialogue Dc oratore (1.118), where Lucius Crassus is insisting that

they shouldn’t be put off discussing the ideal orator just because
in real life there are so many bad ones:

12
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According to Mouritsen, ‘Cicero is ... not referring to a permanent barbaric’ crowd occupying theForum; the remark was directly linked to his dismissal of ‘bad’ speakers and has no wider applicationoutside this specific context” I don’t think it would be unfair to describe his treatment of all three
passages a special pleading aimed at arguing the evidence auy

The point I want to make is almost embarrassingi) elerrientary Respect contemporary evidencelake seriously what it implies Ifwhat it implies is inconsistent with something ou’ e alx ays believed,
ack yourself why you’ve always believed it.

For Rome in the late republic we have more and better contemporary e idence than hit anyother place or time in the ancient world That’s because of the sursia1 of so much of Cicero’scorrespondence and S; many of his forensic and political speeches and philosophical dialogues. Forpolitical history, of course, that is an ambiguous advantage, for we are inevitably over-influenced by
Cicero’s own partisan viewpoint, and get no useful insight into that of his opponents. But there’s moreto life than politics, and the most valuable of all Cicero’s evidence is the information he doesn’t knowhe’s giving, the casual comments that allow u to infer what he and his readers took for granted, and
never needed to spell Out, about the cultural world in which they lived.

Classicists necessarily work with texts, the ritten word as published in books and journals. Thatpredisposes us to privilege the written over the spoken word, and to project our prejudice back into the
s cry world we study. Of course we know, with one part of our minds, that every text produced in theancient world was written by hand, and that books, whether in scroll or codex form, were expensive tobuy and often difficult to find. But we rarely let that knowledge influence our preconception that ancientliterary culture consisted of the reading of books. After all, how else could the authors we study havecommunicated what they wrote? And those classicists who do remember the expense of producing
books in the ancient world frequently draw the wrong conclusion from it: literature must have been the
preserve of the elite (that word again), and the ‘ cry creation of a Latin literature must have been part of
the elite’s strategy for differentiating itself from the masses. It’s a paradoxical idea, since Naevius and
Ennius were dramatists as well as epic poets, and Ennius was confident that his epic would resound Iaiosperpopu/os Anna/cs 12 Sk), which doesn’t sound like a man writing for a privileged minority. But
preconception can always overcome evidence.

What I want to do now is draw your attention to a few of those casual Ciceronian references Imentioned, to see what they imply about the cultural conditions of his time.
Here, for instance, is a comment in Dc o[flciis (1.147), where Cicero lectures his son on taking

advice about moral decisions:

Vi en/rn piciores i ii qui szgnafabricaniur ci Hero etiarn poeiae sulirn quisque opus a uugo considerari sin/i, ut
si quid reprehensurn sit ap/uri/ms id corrigatur., iique ci serum ci cx al/is quid in eopeccatiim sit exquirun4 sic
a/ion/rn isn’licio permii/ia nobis eifac/enda ci non facienda ci mutant/a ci corrzgenda suni.

For just as painters, sculptors, and indeed poets too, all want their work to be assessed by the
public, to enable anything crincised by the majority to be put right, and they ask themsel\ es
and others where the fault lies, so it is frequently by the judgement of others that we should
act, refrain from acting, and change or correct what we do.

To be effective, the comparison must have been a familiar one; everyone knew that poets needed the
reaction of the uugus, How did they get it? The answer must be by public readings to large audiences.
\Vhether that implies performance at the ‘stage games’ (Inc/i scaenici or one-off private-enterprise
occasions, we don’t know. To return to Catullus for a moment: in poem 95 he sneers at the popu/us for
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Quid quod hornines injirnafortuna, nulla spe rerurn ,gerendarurn, opfices denique delec/
antur his/or/a?

maxirneque eos uiderepossurnus res ,gestas audire ci legere ne//c qui a spe ,gerendi absu
ni confecti senectute.

What of the fact that people of humble station, with no expectation o
f a public career, and even

artisans, take pleasure in history We can see that the people most eager to hear and rad about

historical events are those whose age deprives them of the opportun
ity to take part in them

Reading about rej gesta is part of what he has in mind, but listening c
omes first, and was surell the more

normal medium for ‘humble people and artisans’. Thucydides referred to logographoi perf
orming in public

(1.21.1, aicQoáa, and we know that Hellenistic historians performed in theatres; what Cicero says

here implies that much the same was true in Rome, Although it can 0013
be a guess, I wonder if Cicero

also had in mind the crowds that must have listened to the annual re
ports of the People’s commander in

Gaul from 57 to 51 BC.
So far, we have evidence for poetry and history performed in public.

The same was certainly true

of philosophy; not only the Epicureans whose popularity Cicero com
plains about in Definibus and the

Tusculan Disputatious, but perhaps even the sort of thing he wrote him
self, There is a revealing phrase in a

letter to Atticus ofJuly 44 (AdAtticurn 16.2.6):

Dc gloria rn/si tibi. custodies (gitur, ut so/es, sed notentur eclogae duae quas S aluius
bonos auditorej nactus in

conuirno durntaxat legai

1 am sending you Dc Gloria, so you will keep it safe as usual. But make a
note of the two excerpts

for Salvius to read to a suitable audience at dinner — nothing more.

The word that matters is durniaxat ‘nothing more’, implying that normally Atticus would have organised

a bigger audience outside. How big, and where, we have no idea.

My next Ciceronian example comes from De leg/bus (1.47), where the point at issue is the

superiority of sense-perception over mere opinion:

J”Jarn sensus nostros non parens, non nu1th non rna,giste? non poe/a, non scaena depraua4 non rnult#udinis

consensus abducii at nero anirnis ornnes tenduntur insidiae, sic! ab us quos rno
do e,iurneraui qui teneros et nides

curn acceperunt injic/nut etflectunt ut uolun4 sic! ab ea quae penitus in ornni
sensis inplicata inside4 irnilatrix

bani, uo/;sptas, malorurn autern water own/urn,

In the case of our senses no parent or nurse or teacher or poet o
r stage-show distorts them, nor

does popular opinion lead them astray. For our minds, however, all kinds of traps are laid, either

by the people just mentioned, who on receiving young untraine
d minds stain them and twist

them as they please, or else by that power which lurks within, entw
ined with every one of our

senses, namely pleasure, which masquerades as goodness but is in
fact the mother of all ills.

Unreliable opinions may have come from one’s parents, one’s nurse or one’s teachers — but also from

poets, or from the stage (scaena. True, the poets might be in books, but the stage
was out in the open for

everyone. In the late republic about 50 dens of every year were d
evoted to stage performances at the

regular mdi, quite apart from one-off occasions like triumphc
, funerals or the dedication of temples. What

actually happened on those stages throughout all those days is lik
e a black hole in our knowledge of that

otherwise well-attested period. As classicists, we naturally thin
k of texts — the comedies of Plautus and

Terence, the tragedies of Pacuvius and Accius - but while such classic pieces were no doubt often
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‘ILHP tU dUdJi1L U ‘Pilly t( t I fUiLJ a ttacanicd 1 nat ht in with pasongcomment in O id (I ails 4.326) that the stor of the arri al of the Magna Mater in 204 BC was ‘attestedby the stage’, and with the way Livy. Dionysius and Plutarch sometimes remark that stories from earlyRome are more appropriate to the stage than to the written narrath.’ es of history or biography. Despitethe lack of direct evidence, I suspect that what most Roman citizens knew about the history’ of their citywas largely what they had seen performed at the mdi .ccaeaici,

Mv last passage from Cicero also concerns the public games, but in a different way. We naturallythink of the games as spectacle not just stage performances, but also animal hunts and chariot racing inthe Circus aximu — and we therefore anakse their significancc in a social and political mode. FrankBernstein’s chapter on the games in the new
Biackwell Co#.paniofrs to Roman Rc1gion (2007)
assumes throughout that they were primarily
aristocratic elfadvei-tiernent: “the nobilit
devcloped the public games into a universal
instrument of their internal and external policy’
p.232); ‘this ruling elite made the games into a
comprehensive means of political influence,
because they vere at the same time intended to
help the community to become aware of itself,
and to accentuate and sustain its identity”
(p.233). Even as he rightly identifies the purpose
of the games as manifesting the Roman citizen
body’s idea of itself the modern historian must still insist that it’s really all to do with the elite.Now, each of the various annual Iudiwere put on in honour of a particular god — Magna Mater,Ceres, Flora, Apollo, Victoria, Jupiter. What was their religious significance? Our preconception is to say“practically none”. This makes it very easy to ignore a brief sentence in a letter from Cicero to Atticus inJuly 45 BC AdAtuicurn 13.44.2), referring to Atticus’ six—year-old daughter, who had been unwell:

Dc Attica pro/ia. cr1 quiddarn etiarn animism /euari curn .rpectatiane turn sham re/igionis opinions etfarna.

I think you were right about Attica. Even the mental lift to be gained not only from the spectaclebut from the popular notion of its religious quality’ is not to be despised.

Atticus had taken her to the games, and the date makes it certain that they were the IudiApa//inares. Theshows were put on in the Circus Flaminius — which was a piazza, not a race track in front of the oldtemple of Apollo Medicus Livy 40.51.6). Twenty years later the temple was rebuilt as a gleaming marbleshowpiece of Augustan Rome, but when Atticus and his little girl were there it was still the venerablebuilding that had been vowed to the god when plague struck Rome nearly four centuries before (Livy4.25.3). He was Apollo the Healer, and though Cicero himself took little account of the gods, even hecould see that the re/igionis opinia etfama would do her good.
Thousands of Roman citizens came to watch the games; did they think of them as in honour ofApollo, or in honour of the Roman aristocracy? We cannot knozu the answer to that question, but I think

we will make a better guess if we pay attention not to our preconceptions, but to the details of what thetexts imply.

III
The third author 1 want to discuss was a brilliant and hugely successful celebrity poet, who, as one of his
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ancient annals”, anna/thus em/a ptiscii (Fam 17, 411) Of course Oid’s fra1iiis not much like htor in

our sense, and the “times” he refers to are the dates of the festivals of
the Roman year; but even so, the

stories he tells to account for them cover the whole range of Roman history and prehistory, from the

arrival of Evander to the triumph of Germanicus,
After long neglect, scholarship is at last taking the Fasti seriously, and the

re have been several

excellent monographs on it in recent years. But, b the same token, it has also attracted the attention of

scholars whose methods of argument seem to me to be empirically unreliable. To illustrate the point, let’s

look at one of Ovid c major eopieces. his account of the Lupercalia on 15 February.

“The third daa n after the Ides looks upon the naked Luperci, and the
rites o rwohurned

Ltunus are under way” So Ovid introduces this extraordinart ritual (H
as/i 1267 8), identifying Faunus as

Pan, whose cult was brought from Arcadia by Evander. The “naked Luperci” x crc responsible for the

festival, under the guidance of the Flamen Dialis, The) are described a
s cacerdofer, hut the usual translation

of that word as ‘priests’ would give much too solemn an impression. They
were young men of good

family, organised in a soda/i/as (Cicero Pro Cae/io 26), a ‘company’ or ‘br
otherhood’ divided into two

groups named after the patrican Fabii and Quinctii, and their nakedn
ess was essential to the ritual. It

can’t have been too comfortable at dawn in the middle of February.

The Luperci had, quite literally, to make an exhibition of themselves, s
pectaculo si/i (Valerius

Maximus 2.2.9), and Varro (in Tertullian Dc pectaculis 5.3) actually describes
them as mdii, performers. It

can hardly be an accident that the site chosen for the first permanen
t theatre in Rome — though the

project was later cancelled — was precisely on the Palatine slope overlooking the Lupercal (Velleius

Paterculus 1.1 5.3). Whatever the archaic origin of the ritual, in historica
l times it was, among other

things, a sexy show.
The victims at the dawn sacrifice were goats, which were then skinned,

and the hides cut up to

provide the Luperci with minimal loincloths and with strips of goatskin
to use as whips. Later in the day,

after the ritual meal and a good deal to drink, the two teams would run a
bout the city lashing everyone in

their way, especially women, before eventually ending up before a big crowd
at the Comitium in the

Forum, the scene of the naked Mark Antony’s famous offer of a crown to
Caesar at the Lupercaha of 44

BC.
So here was a challenge for the aetiological poet-historian: why did the Lu

perci have to be naked?

Ovid offers two different explanatory stories, one from the time of gods and one from the time of men.

The first one starts like this (Fasti2.303-12):

Set! curpraecijrneJitg,iat uelamina Faunus
traditur antiquifabu/ap/ena ioci.

forte comes dominae lunenis Ti’nthius ibat
uidii ab exce/so Faunus u/rumque iigo.

uidit et inca/ui4 ‘montana ‘que ‘numina’ dlxii
nil mihi uobiscurn est: I/ic mciii ardor crlf.’

that odoratis humerospe/hsa capillis
2 laconis aurato conspicienda sian;

aurea pel/thant tepidos umbracula soles,
quac tamen Hercu/eac sustinuere matins.

As for why Faunus has a particular aversion to clothes, a story is
handed down full of old-

fashioned fun, It happened that the young man from Tirns was
accompanying his lady; Faunuc

saw the two of them from a lofty ridge, saw them and got hot. ‘Mountain deities,’ hc said, ‘you’ve

got nothing for me. Here is where my flame will be.’ On went the
Maeonian girl, her perfumed
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‘mountain deities’ of line 3O, but it’s goodbye to all that once hc sees Omphale. He follows the royal
proccssion at a distance and, when they halt for the night at a grotto in the grove of Bacchus, he waits
for his chance. But what Faunus doesn’t know is that Hercules’ duties involve cross-dressing with the
queen So, as he creeps about feeling his way in the pitch darkness, he touches the shaggy lion-skin and
recoils, not realising how close he is to where he wants to be, Then he touches soft silk, and gropes for
the hem to ease it up. He makes contact with a hairy leg, and Hercules kicks him off the bed (Fasti 2,351
8

fir i tins, it’/ama/ tomitcs ci lumina /‘si
Macouts; mt ‘us i’mbus arta pates::.

i/It eimI Item grauzt’r c/cite/us ab a/re,
membraqiuc d tiura my stu tel/ut litni’

tide’ el Al:idar c/ q a uider sa entem,
ridet amatorem Lda puella suuni.

ties/c dens lususjallentes lumina ties/es
non amat et nudes ad sum sacra nocat.

There’s a crash. The Maeonian girl shouts for her
attendants and asks for lights. When torches are
brought in it’s clear what’s happened. Faunus
groans, thrown heavily down off the high bed,
and can hardly pick himself up from the hard
ground. Alcides laughs, and so do those who’ve
seen him lying there; the Lydian girl laughs at her
lover. Fooled by clothing, the god doesn’t like
clothes that cheat the eves, and summons them
naked to his rites.

A simple story, but a good one of its kind. The most recent interpretation of it that I’ve seen is in
the final chapter of Richard J. King’s book Desiring Rome (2006). Readers who have got that far will be
familiar with Dr King’s theoretical position, which he has borrowed from Eve Sedgwick’s Between Men:
English Li/era/un’ and Male Homosocial Desire (1985). As he puts it in his introduction (p.9):

The primary homosocial relation of interest is that between Ovid as author and a critical male
readership, negotiated through the token — the screen — of the broken text. This book posits the
Fasti as screening relations between the male author and his male readership much as ‘woman’ is
trafficked between men in literature and culture generally.[...] Ovid’s Fasti can be read as an
ironic elaboration of this field of male homosocial, civic desire in elegiac couplets.

I confess I’m not quite sure what that means, nor does Dr King explain why he believes Ovid’s male
readers are the only ones who matter. But I’m not concerned with his general position, just with his
reading of the Faunus story.

“Interpreters tvpicall assumc,” he writes (p.201), “that Faunus desires Omphale; but Hercules is
as much Faurmus’ desired object as she is.” That’s because Faunus sees the two of them (utruimque in line
306), and then says ‘/Jic meus ardor eri/’ on which King comments: “The expression is ambiguous, but it
can mean ‘he is my passion’ as well as ‘this is my passion’.” Yes it can (if we correct the tense), but why
should it? King goes on:
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The point I have to make is a very simple one. Scholarship is a creative art. It takes imagination
to form

hypotheses about the past, and in that creative process particular theoretical strategies can be v
ery

helpful. Ideas don’t grow on trees; they have to come from somewhere, and if insights from sociolog,

anthropology, cultural studies or anywhere else can help to generate them, that’s all to the goo
d.

But forming the hypotheses is only half the lob. If they are going to be of any value the ha
re to

be tcsted, and for that then, is no escape from the empirical demand for evidence and logical inference.

The intellectual bad habit that I have been referring to a ‘preconcepoon’ is really a reluctan
ce to submit

one’s own hypotheses to the necessary test as it one were to say, “\\ eli, that’s huw I think it a, and

It’s good enough for me” It shouldn’t be good enough for the rest of us.
The reason I called this lecture Texts and l-Iistorv’ is that our understanding of the lustors

depend’s entirely on out interpretation of the texts It matters to get it as right as we can If M
ars ‘ bite

were with us here today, she might be surprised to hear me make that methodological point
. For her, and

for her generation, it went without saying. For us, and for ours, I think it needs spelling out.
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Intrusive Ideologies? Modern Politics and the History of Roman Dad
a

Felix Paulinski

In the study of History, the detachment of one’s own cultural values can be hard to achi
eve. In most

examples of historical writing — including the ancient sources1 — the claim of impartiality is a recurring

feature of the text. But, with most examples of historical writing, the execution of full im
partiality is rare

because cultural bias is ingrained at a subliminal level.2 The mindseL of the historian alwavs resonates

throughout his prose. Take, for example, the following quotations:

“fRome is called] the nurse and parent of all other lands, elected by the gods’ w
ill in order to make

heaven itself brighter, to bring scattered peoples into unity, to make manners gen
tle, to draw together

1 For example, Tacitus, Annals, 1.1; Livy, 1.1.1.
2 Mattingly, 1997: 14.
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It is evident that both authors are products of an imperial mentality — the former a product of the Roman
Empire and the latter a product of the curiously similar British Empire. Both have a sense of manifest
destiny and both support the notion that not all races have equal scope to contribute to wider
‘civthsation’,5In reference to the passage by Pliny, one caninfer that superiority, in every sense, was
ingrained within the psyche of the Roman elite, giving rise to both cenophobia and a sense of jingoism.
This sub quently distorts modem perceptions offlome.

lake many other historians of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Haverfield is yen much of the
opinion that the European imperialism of his time was the heir of the Classical imperialism of Flint’s,
Has ertield’s fully-fledged endorsement of the Roman Empire stems from the notion that it was a model
on which the British Empire could be based. In his book, The Rt,maurk(ation ofBritain, Has erfield draw
parallels between the “rule of civilised white men over the uncivilised Africans” nd the ‘civilising’ nature
of the Rornans.8Since a positive assessment of Rome would, in the eyes ofHaverfield’s contemporaries,
ultimately shine positive light on European imperialism, many ancient sources advocating the civilising
nature of Rome are taken at face value.9This over-dependence on the ancjent sources, as we shall sec in
the assessment of Roman Dacia (roughly modern-day Romania), will afett other forms of politically-
influenced History.

The influence of contemporary events on the writing of History, ex&iplifled in Havenfleld, did
not just occur in isolation: Rome has always been used as a springboard for wider ideologies. Even the
academically renowned work of the 19”-century historian TheodorMommsen tells us just as much about
the ic1eologies of his time as it does about Rome, One could even go as far as to say that his most famous
work, the Geschichte, written in the wake of the revolution of 1848, was in fact a political pamphlet.’° In
many ways, Mommsen viewed Italy’s unification during the Early Republic as a mbdel of a unified
Germany.

With the two above examples in mind, it is evident that the study of Roman antiquity —

alongside almost every other period of the past — deals not only with pursuirig the past, but also with
fulfilling one’s own political agenda.1’For the study ofHistory can reinforce both a national and political
identity and, in the context of studying Roman Dacia, both of these concepts have coloured the subject.
Whether we are looking at I 8thcentury histories of the province or near-contemporary ones, nationalism
and political ideologies — even when at a subliminal level — dominate the pages ofDadan history.12 Before
we proceed, however, it is first necessary to discuss the main Romanian schools of thought that highlight
the interplay between the study of the past and national and political identity

On a basic level, there are three main schools of thought on early Romanian history. There are the
so-called ‘Latinists’, who view Rome as a uniting force and modern-day Romanians as having an ethnic
connection to Romans.13The Romanian language does, after all, derive from Latin.14 Then there are the
‘Dacianists’, who held the opinion that, although much of the native population of Dacia embraced the
Latin language, they also protected the cultural autonomy from external powers such as Rome.1’Finally,

Pliny the Elder, NH. 3.39 in Champion, 2004: 260
Haerfleld, 1915: Il
Woolf, 1998: 5.
6Rich. 1995:39.
Woolf, 1998:6,
Haverfield, 1915. 13.
9Haserfield, 1915:12
Freeman, 1997: 30,

“ibid.
12 Haynes and Hanson. 2004: 27.
“ibid.
Vékony, 2000: 218.

° Haynes & Hanson, 2004: 28.
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Roman proinc i3 not a reLent cu.iLept.
Both Dacianist and Latirust alike ha e used the study of the past as a springboard tor nationalist

fervour. The Latinist school of thought can trace its origins to the formation period of the late I 9’

Century, when lobbyers for the unification of Romania’s principalities confidently asserted that

Romanians of their time were the direct descendents of the Roman colonists planted in the area directly

after the conquest.17This belief is rooted in the heightened national consciousness circulating the

Romanian principalities at that time. To these nationalists, Roman Dacia was an advert of what could be

achieved if these “pure blooded heirs of Trajan” were to unite once more
This school of thought also upholds the notion that the indigenous population of Dacia was

exterminated, Like Haverfield, the Latinist standpoint is supported by ancient texts taken it facc valw..

\Vith regard to the apparent total extermination of the native Dacians by Roman settlers, we ha a in our

possession three sources: Eutropius’ Brenia, 8.6.2;Juhan’s (Ja’sares, 28; and Lucan’s Sc/jo/ia, 24.16. Without

sufficient scrutiny, these sources could be regarded as an accurate account of the ‘ethnic cleansing’

suffered at the hands of Rome, If, however, they are put into context which early Latinists appear to

have neglected — several problems arise in the Latinist perspective. Lucan and Eutropius, for example, do

in fact state that Dacians were killed en masse, but only in the context of a military conquest.19The writings

ofjulian, on the other hand, were used for the purpose of a political pamphlet and are thus arguably less

credible than the former two.2°Furthermore, archaeology has provided evidence to suggest that, although

xarious socio-political strata of Dacian society were indeed eradicated, the indigenous population persisted

alongside Roman settlers — a fact that forms the basis of Daco-Roman perspective.21Thus, from the

Latinists, we see another example of historical manipulation for the purpose of political gain.

However, the Dacianists also employed the past as a platform for the assertion of national identity.

Rejecting the Latinist claim that the Romans supplanted the native Dacians, they were of the opinion that

the Romanians could trace their origins back to the Dacians of the time of King Burebista (c88-44 BCE).22

This, as we will see, is sometimes seen as the ace up the sleeve of Romania when debating the iscue of

Romanian sovereignty.u This view not only implies that the Romanians of today had more ancient origins

than the Latinists claim, but would therefore also entitle the Romanians to a greater amount of territory,

since the Dacian kingdom of Burebista was almost twice as large as the Roman province.24

The Dacianist perspective of the past came to fruition largely during the Communist era of2’

Romanian history, particularly under the rule of Nicolae Ceausescu in the 1 970s and 80s. During his rule

of Romania, Ceausescu pursued a remarkably deviant foreign policy for an Eastern-bloc state — deviant in

the sense that, unlike his predecessor Gheorgiu-Dej, Ceausescu took steps to swerve away from Soviet

influence.26Thus, the study of the independent Dacia of old was inextricably linked to the concept of a

centralised independent Romanian state.2’During this period, it was common for scholars to stress the

positive elements of pre-Roman Dacia: the opinion expressed by Condurachi and Daicoviciu, to use one

of many examples, was that “Dacian culture was [...] developing along similar lines [to Classical
culture]”.28This implies that obvious parallels can be drawn between the civilisation of Dacia of old and

the Ancient World, which subsequently depicts Ceausescu’s Romania in a positive light.

6 Haynes & Hanson, 2004: 29.
Seton-Watson, 1934: 98.

8 Haynes and Hanson, 2004: 28,
19 Ruscu, 2004: 76-77
20 Ruscu 2004: 76.
“ Ruscu, 2004: 82.
22 Haynes and Hanson, 2004: 28.
23 Oltean, 2007:6.
24 Oltean, 2007: 47.
2 Oltean. 2007: 6.
26 Sweeney, 1991: 78-9.
27 Haynes and Hanson, 2004: 28.
28 Condurachi and Daicoviciu, 1971: 110.
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Lsing the study of the history ofDada as a platform for nationalism has not alu avs been tu
Romania’s benefit. There are cases of Dacian history being carefully manipulated to give it a more
Hungarian-oriented g1oss particulai4y when issues of sovereignty are on the agenda. The sovereignty of
the Romanian.-ruled district bETsansylvania, Itt particular, has long been the focus of intense political
debate. For years the area has been contested by both liungary and Romania and, evidently, this political
wrangling has surfaced in the historical and archaeological recorcL31 This trend has persisted even in recent
historiography. For example, Vékony (2000) presented an archaeological study immersed in the pro-
Hungarian belief that contrary to the Latinist and Dacianist viewpoint, Transylvania v as almost devoid of
its Dac,. Roman population before the Hungarian tribes settled the area.

The study ofRoman Dacia (as well as Rome as a whole) is not just confined to issues of
nationalism; It has also been used as a springboard for wider ideologies. During the communist rule of
Gheorghiu-Dej of the 1950s and ‘60s, the study of Romanian antiquity was, through the medium of
historical analogy, just as much about feeding Marxist theory as it was about the assertion of autonomy.
Most historical study during this period related to issues of social class. Thpigh largely implicit, Romanian
historical scholarship of this nature seems to parallel Roman Imperialism with the so-called ‘western
imperialism’ that Mhrxism resists.33 Imperial Rome was, after all, the pitome of everything detested by
Marx.3The historical and archaeological record of Roman Daciaas, therefore, at this time, completely
saturated with the issue of the oppression of the native Dacians. Condurachi and Daicoviciu, (1971, 125),
for example, describe the Roman occupiers of Dada as being only “concerned to extract its immense
human and natural resources”, with the natives “exposed to ruthless exploitation”3’

The main problem with the above is not so much that modem politics have manipulated history,
which is somewhat inevitable, butmore that modern ideologies auth as comtnunism have been taken out
of their modern context and inappropriately applied to the ancientworld, This kind of scholarship gives us
more insight into the concerns of the context in which they were ptoduced than it does the Ancient
World, since the theories probably would have borne little or no relevance to the peoples of antiquity. And
these modern political thoughts do not just echo through the works of Romanian scholars. I)espite the
fact that the Romans had a limited knowledge of how ‘the economy’ was an integral organ of ‘the state’,”
the Roman statesman Crassus has often been described as a ‘capitalist’. Similarly, although Woolf (1998,
27-28) questions the use of the term ‘globalisation’ in relation to the Romanisation of Gaul, the fact that
he uses modern analogies to deduce the Gallic experience of Roman imperialism highlights the fact that
issues regarding modern globalisation were never far from his mind.37 I am sure that the opinions
expressed in this paper will themselves possess pockets of cultural bias. The fact that I described the
hypothetical historian of the first paragraph as a ‘he’ could be interpreted as a result of the patriarchal
nature of our society. Likewise, perhaps my own disdain of the British Empire is the result of modern,
postcolonial attitudes to imperialism. As already stated, the mindset of the historian alniqys resonates
throughout his prose.
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You have been with the department since 1991. What were yourfirst impressions when you arrived?

We were over in Queen’s, spread about over the building; I was working down in Theology and had

to go all the way across the building to see the other secretary in the Department. It probably took me

quite a long time to get to know who was in the Department even, except for Chris Gill who I did a

lot of typing for and Richard Seaford who was in the same corridor as me.

How has the Department changed over the years?
It has grown considerably, because people have joined it from elsewhere. There was a certain

rationalisation right before I came when people came to the Department from around the country.

Growth has been the main change, but also the flavour of the department changes with the people

who are there. Although the members have changed, the dynamic has remained the same; the same

ethos is still discernable. There has always been an emphasis on language teaching and trying to keep

things rigorous. There have always been research seminars. There is a big change in the feel of the

Department when people are on study leave, sometimes for up to three years, and it can feel quite

draughty when they are gone. It is like the colours are always the same but the shape changes.

What are your views on (a) the Department becoming part ofHuSS and (‘b) the move to Amory?

I was very worried about it, initially, because the role of Department Secretary has changed. There is
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lots of new responibihties Forty per cent of Claires time is now
meant to be spent handling undergraduate admissions for the
school, but actually this can take considerably more time, which
means that I have had to take on more of the tasks for which
Claire was responsible. One of the nice things about being in
Amory is that we are all in the same area and not dotted around
the building, and there is comforting support in terms of the
resources of the school, whereas before it felt a bit more like we
were out on a limb.

If you could work for any other department (if any) which would it be?
It never occurred to me, actually No I don’t think there is another one I would particularly want to
work for. From the interest point of view, it might be French, because I did French as part of my
secretarial training.

Is there any other job you would like to do?
No. I did train as a word processing teacher, hut the students I taught were youth trainees and treated
their day at the college as their day off and would go off shoe-shopping or to the hairdressers and
then wonder why they did poorly in their exams.

How are we likely to find you relaxing when you’re not running around after us?
Probably walking in East Devon. There is a very good booklet put out by the Otter Valley Association
and if I got more time I would probably do more of their walks on Woodbury Common or up the
cliffs.

If you could invite five guests — past or present— to a dinner party, who would they be?
• Paul McCartney, which I suppose dates me.
• Giles Fraser, the author of Christianity with Attitude, because I agree with an awful lot of what

he says.
• Katy Fforde, another writer whose works I enjoy.
• My Grandmother. I’ve been reading her letters recently to her sister. She was lady-in-waiting

to Queen Mary but the sort of lady who could get along with everybody. She did lots of
charity work in the East End of London and traveled widely to India etc, so I think she would
be very interesting to talk to.

• My husband, obviously.

What’s your favourite place in the world?
In all the world, that’s a bit wide. Any place gets a bit dull after a while, doesn’t it? One of my
favourite places is part of a walk, so isn’t so much a place but a view - a view from the cliffs by the
East Devon golf course looking down on Budleigh Salterton and the mouth of the River Otter.

What do you enjoy most about being in the Department?
Well, I think it is the people and the variety. The academic year means that a clerical or administrative
job which might get samey, changes throughout the year. I enjoy the people, even though I might not
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easiei what would if be?
All sorts of little things that niggle at times, but there is not one big thing. It’s not that you’re all

perfect, but I just can’t think! I think everyone has their own idiosyncrasies. Sometimes you might

wish people would ask you things by email rather than along the corridor, or that someone would do

what you ask them to, or that they would consult before they do things, but then at least they get on

and do things. Fveryone has their faults, but their faults have their upsides.

Mitchell, Lynette. Panhellenism and the Barbarian in Archaic and Classical
Greece. Swansea: The Classical Press of Wales, 2007. Pp. xxvi + 262, ills. ISBN:

978-1-905125-14-2.

Reviewed by Gillian Ramsey

Students of Greek history soon discover that the discipline’s title
is simply the smooth surface over agitated and often murky

waters, whether they are coming to grips with the transitions
between historical periods, the multiplicity of political histories,
the different literary dialects or local distinctions in material
culture. What Lynette Mitchell (henceforth M.) has done in
Panhellenism and the Barbarian in Archaic and Classical Greece
is to plumb the rich and teeming depths of evidence for the ancient
Greek world and present a study of the one thing that makes it
possible to think of ‘Greek history’ as a single entity:
Panhellenism. She identifies Panhellenism as a “phenomenon”,
specifically the phenomenon of the Greeks “imagining themselves
as a community united by cult and kinship”, language and the values of “freedom, law and
justice” (xv). This definition serves as a touchstone for her and others’ hypotheses presented

in the book, as she tests all these ideas against a Panhellenic dynamic that is “in constant

flux” (xx) and continually interacting, “at war” (16) or in “dialogue with the anti-Greek” (25).
Such an understanding accurately encapsulates the difficulty with Panhellenism, because

definitions of it as an aim striven toward, the antithesis of barbarism, political or cultural
unity and tool for imperialism (xvi fi) soon become inadequate when faced with the shifting

and complicated behaviours of the Greeks themselves.
The main result of this Panhellenic phenomenon was the continual negotiation of the
boundaries where the drive for creating or maintaining Panhellenism ran out or, more often,

ran up against an obstacle of the other, the non-Greek or the anti-Greek. M. identifies three

concepts most connected to boundary making, saying that “unity, barbarism and war seem to

sprawl across Hellenic consciousness, history and culture” (xviii), and the second of these

was the key “edge” against which Panhellenism formed. Greek unity was the nominal aim of

Panhellenism and warfare the context for its formation, but the barbarian was the lynchpin

for Panhellenism, and without its presence and threat the whole phenomenon would have

ground to a halt. M. presents a barbarian constructed entirely in the Hellenic mind.
Regardless of the historic cultures of the Persians, Phoenicians, Anatolians, Egyptians and
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geography (178ff) but in its midst and an accustomed part f visual, literary and material
culture (118ff, 136). Here the barbarian provoked a deep anxiety and conflict within
Hellenicity over its origins, history, prosperity and morals. Certainly the Greek idioms of
“fear, sacrifice and freedom” that the Hellenes used for inter-state competition and self-
promotion (xviii) were products of the Panhellenic phenomenon of constant war within and
among Hellenic communities and outwardly against the rest of the world. Marking the
barbarian as a constant concern, challenge or threat to identity gave the Greeks something
solid with which to promote Panhellenic aims, even as it succeeded in stymieing them (cf. 16,
22-3, 90)

lvi, begins the main part of her study with a discussion of the formation of Hellenic
identity, wherein Panhellenism is viewed as a phenomenon in the Greek imagination. M.
concentrates here and throughout the book on ‘reading’ the Hellenes’ own description of
themselves through the evidence of their visual arts, political and rhetorical arts,
mythography, historiography, tragedy and cultic traditions (3ff). She points out a few
“unifiers” that the Hellenes felt bound themselves together as a community and so formed a
basis for Panhellenic activity: cult, kingship, common action and shared culture. For cult M.
points to the Homeric Hymn to Apollo as an explicit charting of Apollo’s cult history across
Hellenic geography and definition of spatial and cultural boundary and belonging (6). One
major issue with Greek kinship was the distinction between lonian and Dorian groups, a
particular problem for the historians as it served to unify only certain parts of the world, but
socially the institutions ofphilia and eunoia between groups and political regimes was more
effective (9). M. depicts “common action” as specifically within the ongoing “war against the
barbarian”, always retributive (citing the wife-snatching of Herodotos Book 1) and therefore
just. This unifier was the most criticised and prone to failure, since unlike the others it had
an actual aim — victory in Panhellenic unity and barbarian defeat — which was never
achieved (16, 19). The fourth unifier, culture, consisted of quantifiable ties, such as language
and education, and the more nebulous qualities like values (20) and morality (27).

The historic foundations for these four perceived unifiers are discussed in chapter two,
from the end of the Mycenaean period to the beginning of the archaic age. In the small and
poor but nucleated communities that developed (40), real Panhellenic growth emerged in
“regional patterns” of language, “artistic koin•” of material culture, appropriation of the oral
Homeric epic as a mythographical ‘unifier’, colonisation ventures and Olympic participation
as forms of community-building (42-3). While a good start, M. makes the point that by the
sixth century these growths and aggregations of Hellenic identity had not produced a
Panhellenic community sufficient to sympathise with the plight ofAsian Greeks under
Lydian and then Persian rule (64). She identifies a few “moments” of Panhellenism: the
creation of the Hellenion at Naucratis, the Corinthians establishing the Isthmian Games and
the early Panathenaea (65). Overall, however, the Panhellenism of that early period flitted
elusively between the “superficial” boundaries of language difference (55), the politicisation
of identities among cultic and community groups (56, 57ff), and the pushing back of physical
and symbolic boundaries through seafaring and exploration (48ff).

Paradoxically, the “dream” of a real Panhellenic ‘utopia’ promised by the activities of
the archaic period grew more remote as the awareness of its potential grew and the reality of
a Panhellenic ‘dystopia’ set in with the advent of the Persian wars in the fifth century. The
“utopian dream” did not so much fail as remove to the realm of the “symbolic community”
and was more obviously an imagined Hellenic unity criticised for its impossibility (78). In
chapter three, M. analyses how the fractiousness of the Hellenes amid the worries and
challenges of their struggle with the Persians reflected the negotiation of a symbolic
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parochialism (8) and rhetoric of philotirna 82ffi that undermined unity are best seen ir
Athenocentrisin and the ‘right to lead, with its arguments for autechthony arid Hellenic
origins (85ff). Internecine war and stasis were recognised as both uniquely Panhellenic (92ff)
and dystopically the biggest hindrance to the greater unity that could drive out the
barbarians (94-5, 99ff).

M. takes this second aspect of the Panhellenic phenomenon — the internal crisis of

identity and purpose and connects it to the ‘orientalising’ habit in Greek material and
literary culture In chapter four she looks at how producing a Greek ‘idiom’ was dependent
on the presence of and engagement with Asian motifs, particularly by identifying and
avoiding barbarian “luxur3 loving” (128), slavishness (1304) and enslavement to tyranny in

order to succeed at freedom and democracy and enforce the rule of law (141ff). The
implications of this dependence for the Hellenes were the marking out of their own
slavishness to tyranny, seen in suspicions towards Athenian and Spartan leadership (143,

145), which only undermined their imagined moral high ground of freedom and democracy.

But, despite recognition of the positives of Persian royal justice (150, 152ff), the Hellenes

were determined to enthrone the demos (152ff, 157) and maintain resistance to the threat of
tyrannical overthrow as their defining Panhellenic quality (151).

The war against tyranny inside the Greek mind projected outwards onto the historical

and physical worlds, and in chapter five M. examines how the Greeks’ conception of a “war

against the barbarian” through time gave them a “deep history”, a “shared history” and a

shared geography of conflicts (169). Contrary to the Hesiodic view of time, the anti-barbarian

“deep history” promised a more glorious, Panhellenic future (170). Experiences of exploration

at “the edges” in the archaic age (178) translated into geographical and genealogical
determinism for barbarian identity (180-2, 188-9). M. argues that the Panhellenic treatment

of the whole world as context for Hellenic superiority and identity-making on solely Hellenic

terms (186ff) “empowered” the later efforts of Alexander the Great by giving him a complete

object of conquest and making it “a conceivable space” (194). The ultimate irony of
Panhellenism was that its highpoint, Alexander’s victory over Persia, was the achievement of

one from the “fringes” of Hellenic identity (204).
M. sums up her thesis by stating that Panhellenism was a phenomenon characterised

by “vitality”, being continually “worked to regenerate the Hellenic community” (208). What

she in fact has shown is that this regeneration came about because of constant conflict, not

just with the barbarian, but also inside the Hellenic community. In our own times we assume

that war is an aberration or a hindrance to democracy, when in fact, as shown by M.’s

description of the Greek mind in its identity-making, internal conflict was the key part of

being Hellene, as much as being democratic necessitated a fear of and hostility towards the

barbarian. M.’s book deftly and quietly devastates the urge to simplify as a means for

understanding the past (or indeed, the present). For in it she presents a thorough discussion

of the nitty-gritty of the Archaic and Classical Panhellenes, with their complexities,

successes and failures, and shows that we, as historians, and as the Greeks did before us,

must take all of what we are given and make something of it. Conflict in our own minds and

among ourselves is inevitable because what we have does not fit neatly together, and there is

a constant ‘other’ out on the ‘edges’ of our world, both outside it and part of it. But, though

difficult to deal with, this is ultimately a creative thing. The importance of M.’s own work is

mirrored in her final description of Panhellenism: “It was a vibrant, flexible and coherent

collection of themes and representations that brought the Hellenic community to life, allowed

it to know and express what it was, and to become something new and contemporary.” (211)
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\\ ork on (aieii cnunucs in the Depar[ment and in September Dr
Julius Rocca took up a post in ancient medicine, funded by the
Weilcome Trust, initially to carry out a research project on Galen’s
teleology. ProfJohn Wilkins is completing his translation of Galen’s
On Simple Medicines with Alain Touwaide of the Smithsonian
Museum and in May is hosting a conference on P/ants and Knou’/edge
that aims to explore the dissemination of knowledge about plants of
the Mediterranean outside the strict academic boundaries of
Botany. There have been a number of departmental research
seminars on aspects of Galenic research h John \‘‘ilkins, Siam
Bhayro (Theology) and Pier Luigi Tucci.

Galen on Nutrition and Pharmacology: What do We Need to Know?38

John Wilkins

Ancient medicine faced many challenges, not least of which was its inability to treat serious conditions
such as plague. It is clear from Thucydides’ description of the plague of Athens in 429 BC and

Galen’s comments on plague in Italy in the I 60s AD that the doctor’s powers to intervene were severely
limited.3’1One problem that modern observers might identify is that doctors in the Hippocratic and other
ancient traditions were using misguided scientific models, such as the Hippocratic system based on the
humours of the body. It is no surprise to us that many of the cases recorded in the superb Epidemics of the
Hippocratic corpus end in the death of the patient. Indeed, David Wootton has written recently of the
harm that doctors did in the Western tradition from the time of Hippocrates right up to the 1 860s, when,
with the development of the microscope, doctors were at last able to see the microorganisms that were
the cause of many illnesses, as opposed to the humoral imbalances previously diagnosed.4°

It is therefore not difficult to see that the medical system we now enjoy is more effective and,
when combined with Victorian sewerage and water systems in towns, is able to deliver an average life
expectancy of about 80 years (depending on gender), compared with 22 to 30 years in antiquity. Progress
indeed, particularly in key areas of pen-natal mortality (mothers and babies no longer head the mortality
tables in rich countries, though they do in poor) and microbiological disease. There remain major
challenges, however, in certain conditions, such as AIDS and the Ebola virus, and in rich countries in
nutrition and pharmacology. In Britain, much of the population, particularly the poor, has a bad diet;
gerontology has too few resources; and mental health is a poor relation, The Guardian reported in March
that 40 million prescriptions of Prozac worldwide were this year found by researchers in Hull to be
ineffective, with only a few exceptions. This is a massive failure in a population with a 20% expectation of
mental illness in a lifetime and, except for an unfortunate minority, a 100% expectation of growing old.

Many who do not find the medicine they need in the NHS turn to ‘alternative’ medicine, which is
often philosophically based on principles elaborated in Indian and Chinese medicine. This is a curious
state of affairs. Such healing is thought to come from the Orient, rather than from the Western medical
tradition.41Why? Because Galen and Hippocrates were ‘proved’ to be ‘wrong’ in a series of experiments
from Vesalius (1 6 century) and Harvey (1 7” century) onwards. Consequently, Hippocratic and Galenic

This isa ersion of a paper given to the seminar of the Centre for Mediterranean Studies in February 2008.
Thucyddes 2.47-55. Galen, On My Own Books 15 and 18.

‘‘1 Wootton 2006.
41 For similarities in the two traditions see for example the Exeter thesis of Vicki Pitman, now published as Pitman 2006,
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occasionally S\ riac or Hebrew. Thus, in addition to being scientifically ‘discredited’, Galen is to a large

extent also inaccessible to all but a Classical and Arabic readership, and a very small section even of that

minority. This was true of his treatise on nutrition until 2000. It is still true of his pharmacological

treatises, which run into thousands of pages in the standard nineteenth century edition of Kuhn with its

vulgate Greek text and Latin translation. This matters in two respects. First, it is not possible for a

Greekiess or Latinlecs reader to discover which parts of a mediaeval or Renaissance herbal, such as

Gcrard, hclorig to a coherent medical system, that of Galen, and which belong to modifications and

accretions that draw on various systems of thought covering a period of some 1700 years Secondly, a

person, whether doctor or patient, is not able to do what Galen did, tnat is review prexious science over a

matter of centuries and come to the bt conclusion (slhe could in the light of that stud and his/her own

empirical research, It is non possible to read Galen’s treatise on nutrition in English, thanks to Grant 2000

and Powdll 2003, and it will soon bc possible to do the same with Galen’s pharmacolog, at least as far as

concerns the basic treatise, On S rn/pie Alrdicznc’s. I am currently translating On blMedenhii Into English

with Alain Touwaide of the Smithsonian Institution, This is part of ambitious plans to make all of Galeri

accessible to the modern world in the new scientific lingua franca, English.
In On Simple Medicines, G-alen sets out in eleven books his theoretical model in the first five, and

then lists in the last six books the drugs derived from plants (the majority, animals and minerals. The

following treatises considcr compound drugs according to kind and compound drugs according to the

place affected. On Simple Medicines claims to offer nothing ‘new’, in the respect that the theoretical

modelling is based on what Galen said about the ‘elements’ (earth, air, fire and water) in On the Elements

according to Hippocrates and the ‘powers’ or ‘faculties’ or ‘properties’ (djnameii) of foods and drugs in On

Natural Faculties. While the theory is not new to Galen, it is to pharmacology, and in his review of previous

research Galen makes clear that earlier writers in this field of medicine lacked system and empirical proof

and a logical method capable of distinguishing critical from trivial effects. Hippocratic treatises on drugs as

such do not survive, but Galen is our best source on Hellenistic pharmacology, such as the influential

Heraclides of Tarentum; and he relies heavily on Dioscorides, who according to Nutton and Scarborough

was a better botanist than Galen.4
Galen’s research and long perspective are however very valuable, even if we set aside the scientific

modelling and empirical findings. What happened to Galen’s treatise after his death? The picture is mixed,

as for the transmission of many classical texts. In general, through the mediaeval manuscript tradition, the

medical botany of Dioscorides seems to be more important than Galen’s treatises. Galen, however, also

makes a very impressive show. He appears early in the third century AD, possibly before his death, as one

of the semi-fictional ‘Deipnosophists’ in Athenaeus’ treatise of that name. He is introduced as (1.1 e)

“Galen of Pergamum, who had published more medical and philosophical treatises than all his

predecessors and was not inferior to any of the ancient doctors in his diagnoses” (trans. Olson). In the

fourth century AD, Galen plays a major role in the compilations of earlier medical work made by

Oribasius for the court of the emperor julian. These are texts that are quoted extremely accurately, as I

have checked in the nutritional treatise especially. In the sixth century, Aetius of Amida, based in

Alexandria, used and quoted Galen’s pharmacology and nutrition extensively, as did Paul of Aegina in

Alexandria in the seventh century AD.
Back in the sixth century, meanwhile, both On the Powers ofFoods and On Simple Medicines were

translated into Syriac, along with a number of other philosophical and scientific texts in Greek. Siam

Bhavro tells me (by personal communication) that the Syriac scholar Sergius was at pains to get readers to

take note of the first five theoretical books of Simples, as well as the six books of lists that were much more

in demand. People wanted the practical judgements more than the theory. These Syriac translations were

Nutton & Scarborough 1982,
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manuscript ‘a as reused tcr a text of the Eymolog:es of Isidore of Seville. In the thirteenth century,
conversely, Galen was in demand, and in 1277 a Latin translation of On the Powers ofFoods by William of
Moerbeke in the Low Countries was commissioned by a doctor Rosello of Arezzo. Similarly, a Latin
translation of On Simple Medicines was done in southern Italy b1 the prolific Nicholas of Rheggio in the
fourteenth century, though this may not have contained those first five books recommended by Sergius.
By the fifteenth century, Renaissance scholars in Italy had access to the latest Greek manuscripts after the
fall of Constantinople, and a ferment of actIirl, ensued in the editing of the nutritional and
pharmacological treatises. The first printed edition of CaIrn’s Greek text, the Aldine, appeared in Venice
in 1 325 British schulars were ins olved

Manuscript history is not to everybodys taste, but Galen’s case is special. His medical system
underss rote most medical practice for the elite in the period we have been reviewing. The elite may not be
evervthing. but they are the group who receive the latest medical treatment in most societies, and in Britain
too until 1945, Galen’s medical system had been diversified into ‘Galenisni’ through the period under
review, but, as we have seen, from time to time certain authorities thought they should check what Galen
himself had said, if a text was not available in their own language, then they could commission a
translation. And thanks to the independent Arabic and Greek tradition, translations could be checked one
against the other if needed. In the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, Italy was the centre for such
translations, thanks to its ready contacts with the Byzantine court and the Arabic world in the earlier
period, and later to the Renaissance. By which time, Andreas Vesalius could check his anatomical findings
against a good text of Galen, as could William Harvey in seventeenth century England.

What has all this to do with us? Do we need any of this knowledge? I think we need to know at
least three aspects of the medical history discussed here. First, that there is an alternative to Prozac and the
NHS, and it is based on Greek thought as well as on Indian and Chinese philosophy. It is something to be
considered, even if we choose the Prozac in the end. Secondly, was Galen’s medicine necessarily
ineffective, as David Wootton would have us believe? If we set aside the medical properties of plants (a
big concession), what of the placebo effect? As Claire Turner pointed out to me in the Departmental
office in early April, what is wrong with activating the body’s immune system? Thirdly, if we ignore
medical history, we put ourselves in danger of believing that our own thought is ‘right’ and ‘true’. In two
recent programmes on nutrition on BBC Radio Four, Ben Goldacre, the Guardian’s scourge of bad
science, claimed that there was no science behind nineteenth centurv nutrition, only commercial pressures
from quacks. If he had remembered Galen, and Galen’s method, he might have checked and tested his
predecessors before dismissing them without a mention.
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The Sivth Man: The extraordinary life ofPadd Costello b James McNei’h

Auckland. Random House Ne Zealand, 2007 ISBN: 978 1 86941 891 5
London: Quartet Books, 2008. ISBN: 978 0 7043 7127 9

Reviewed by Matthew Smith

The Sixth Man by James McNeish is actually two books in one. First, it is a biography of
Paddy Costello (1912-1964), a globe-trotting linguist and diplomat who, among other

things, was fluent in nine languages, helped to found the New Zealand Legation in Moscow
after World War II and was possibly the first Allied diplomat to witness and understand the
horrors of Auschwitz in early 1945. Second, and more importantly to McNeish, it is an
attempt to repair the reputation of Costello who he believes has been accused un1iriy of
being an addendum to the Cambridge Five, the infamous spy network who fed information to
the Soviets from the Second World War until the early 1950s. According to Cambridge
historian Professor Christopher Andrew, Costello was among the Kremlin’s top agents and
aided spies Lona and Morris Cohen in their bid to provide the Soviet Union with American
atomic secrets by providing them with false passports. In order to refute the claims of
Andrew and others, McNeish, himself a Kiwi, has delved into Costello’s letters and journals,
the correspondences of Costello’s associates and relatives and various government
documents, and has also interviewed Costello’s children and friends.

McNeish’s goal of providing a biography of
Costello, and in so doing clear his name, seems
like a sensible project at first glance. But,
unfortunately, the two goals work against each
other throughout most of the book. This is chiefly
because, in large part, the question ofwhether or
not Costello spied for the Soviets pales in
comparison to other aspects of Costello’s short,
but richly active, life. Costello was born in
modest surroundings to an Irish family in
Auckland, New Zealand. He was extremely
precocious as a child and seemed to be drawn
instinctively to exploring language, venturing
down to the docks at a young age to hear the

stevedores sing and chat in Gaelic. Costello then went on to Cambridge and, upon
graduation, landed a job as a lecturer in Exeter with the Classics department at the then

University College of the South West of England. He would proceed to serve as an
intelligence officer for the New Zealand Armed Forces, as a diplomat in Moscow and Paris

and, finally, as the chair of Russian at the University ofManchester.
The Sixth Man is most interesting when McLeish uses Costello as a foil to explore

many of the tumultuous events of the mid-twentieth century. We see, for example, how

Costello’s family responsibilities prevent him from following his instincts to fight fascists in

Spain in 1936, leaving him to mourn in ‘pretty’ Exeter the death of many of his Cambridge

friends. We also witness how Costello was sandwiched between the forces of McCarthyism,

on the one side, and Stalinism, on the other, as a diplomatic officer in Moscow following

World War II. But despite McNeish’s access to Costello’s papers, our portrait of the man is

sketched in pencil, rather than painted in oil. We learn of his binge drinking, his beautiful

tenor voice, his devotion to his five children and his uncanny linguistic talents, but we never

understand what made him tick and how he interpreted the turbulent events to which he

was both party and witness, We know Costello had been a member of the British Communist

Party during the late 1930s, and was admittedly ‘a bit left wing’ when he took up his post in
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Interestingly (and answering why this review is in Pegasus), much of the case against
Costello revolves around Exeter and Costello’s experience. Costello had a promising start at
Exeter in 1936, impressing his colleagues with his writing, linguistic aptitude and teaching
ability. This all changed in 1940, however, when Costello provided some advice to young
Exeter student Hubert Fyrth, who had been charged with passing information contrary to
the Official Secrets Act. Although it is not clear what advice Costello provided, he was
nonetheless fired from his post at Exeter, by then principal John Murray, when news of his
activities came out, This episode combined with Costello’s activities with the Communist
Party while in Exeter, would be used eventually to sabotage Costello’s promising career in
the New Zealand diplomatic service and his reputation decades after his death,

McNeish stresses that, while Costello’s involvement in the British Communist Party
was fairly intense during the years of the Spanish Civil War (including fundraising for the
Republican cause and an assignment to Bombay to assist the Indian Communist Party), his
distinguished service as an intelligence officer during World War II and as a diplomat reveal
little hint of overt communist sympathy. Although his Communist past would be cited when
he was dismissed as a diplomatic officer in Paris in 1953, McNeish argues that Costello was
instead a victim of McCarthyist hysteria and an unfortunate and embarrassing arrest due to
public intoxication back home in New Zealand.

It is a shame that McNeish failed to delve more into Costello’s Exeter years living on
Longbrook Terrace, but since these were the years during which Costello’s communist
sympathies were most evident (contributing no doubt to his dismissal from the University
College in 1940), it is possible that they would not have helped his case much. Regardless,
the direct evidence McNeish uses to vouch for Costello’s innocence, for example using
recently released documents to prove that Costello had not been responsible for issuing the
Cohens’ passports, seem less relevant than the, albeit somewhat incoherent, portrait of
Paddy Costello provided in The Sixth Man. Costello, unlike his unflinchingly communist
wife, simply does not seem the type to have risked his career, his honour and his family to
help a totalitarian state whose warts were all too apparent to him as a connected, Russian-
speaking and battle-hardened diplomat. This is not a point that McNeish makes overtly, nor
even facilitates, in his exposition of Costello’s personality, but leaks nevertheless through the
distractions of courtroom rhetoric to make his case for him. The Sixth Man might add a new
dimension to debates about who spied for whom during the Cold War, but for historians
interested in the more nuanced aspects of the period, and asking what motivated the period’s
actors, it falls tantalisingly short of the mark.

The importance of art in Virgil’s Aeneid

Clare Coombe

The Aeneid presents plastic art in various forms, but primarily through four significant etphrases the
Temple of Juno at Carthage, the Temple of Apollo at Cumae,2 the shield of Aeneas and the baidric

1 Virgil Aeneid 1.446493.
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raises regarding interpretation and the interpretor, whether it be creator, viewer or importantly in terms

of the Aeneiditself as a work of art—.- reader. The idea of art raises ideological queries about forced

interpretation, which have important contextual relevance when compared to the ideological and

propagandistic nature of much Augustan plastic art. It also raises considerations, if not answers, about

Virgil’s intentions regarding the Aeneid and, significantly, how he intended it to be read. The mere fact
that

the works of art, and often their creators, have a place in the text that initially seems irrelex ant to the

central narrative thread, suggests that there is, in fact, a separate purpose to them which, upon

examination, fits in with interpretations of the text as a whole.
Possibly the most important means of understanding the role of art in the lenezdis to coisider the

idea of the interpreter. In the same way that thc murals in the Temple of Juno are seen through the
biased

interpretation of Aeneas, so the Aeneid is subject to the bias and personal interpretations of the reader.

Likewise, the depiction of the shield of Aeneas by Virgil differs from that of the shield of Achilles in

Homer in tense Homer uses the perfect to describe Hephaistus’ work, whereas Virgil uses the

pluperfect. This is because Virgil is not dealing with the shield as Vulcan made it, but rather as it is

received by Aeneas. However, this is not to say that the reader is expected to adhere to the interpretati
on

supplied by Aeneas in the text, but rather sometimes assisted by an interpretation provided by the

omniscient narrative voice — to supply another interpretation that will in turn affect the understanding of

the text as a whole,
The first of the two above examples, the murals in the Temple of] uno, is particularly interesting.

Not only are the works of art quite literally seen through Aeneas’ eyes, laid out for the reader as they
are

on the temple walls by Virgil’s choice of words — “videt.,,ex ordine”t— but they are also explicitly

understood in the text through Trojan eyes: “Solve mews; feret haec aliquam tibi fama salutem,”7Aeneas

interprets them as evidence of the celebrity and worth of the incidents and people involved, but more

importantly sees them as evidence for Dido’s compassion, from which he discerns that the Trojans have

reached a situation of safety.8 Clearly this is at odds with the reader’s instinctive understanding of the text;

Virgil has already built up an association between Juno and danger,
and these pictures appear in a temple of Juno in a city that was
introduced at 1.14 as sacred to her. The interpretation of the
goddess that the poem advocates at the start of book one, however,
is one of hostility:

“.,,multum ille et terris iactatus et alto
vi superum saevae memorem Junonis ob iram.”9

Aeneas’ interpretation anticipates an end to suffering, and it is with
this in mind that he meets Dido, unaware as always — of the
forthcoming tragedy. With concerns over a negative future in mind,
the reader is able, if not liable, to interpret the symbols in the text in
a way that Aeneas cannot, connected as they are with later scenes in the book, Although the m

urals have

plastic qualities,”1they are even more important for the characters and ideas that they represent. Virgil’s

2 Ibid. 6.14-36.
3lbid 8.617-731.
4 Ibid. 10.495-500.
5 Homer Iliad 18.478-608
6 Virgil Aeneid 1.456
7 Ibid. 1.463.
8 Putnam (1998) 244.
9lbid. 1.3-4
10 For example: the procession of women to Athene recalls the use of lines and processions

in Augustan art; the use of visual

description and colour for the characters: Eoasque acies et nigri Memnonis arma’ (Aeneid 1.489)
. See further Williams (1960)149.
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Palla. I lawever, it hears more relationship to the Aeneas of the latter part ot the poem and especially its
end. The scenes are shown to illustrate Achilles’ lack of compassion — since Troilus is not even rm’
and violence — through the reminder of how F-lector was treated — both of which foretell Aeneas’ killing of
the supplicant Turnus. Attention has also often been drawn to the final figure of Penthesilea, a scene that
seems, along with that of Memnon, to provide an anticlimax to the ephrasis, but one that provides the ideal
con)unctlon with the entry of Dido. The reader follows Aeneas’ eye from one queen to the next, as he is
unable to appreciate either the tate that befell the first, who was killed by Achilles as he fell in love with
her, 01 that much the same fate will befall Dido.

Aeneas understands the murals as one who is a part ot the history they depict, even recognising
himself within them, much as the Roman reader may be seen as a part of the history they read in the

The reader views the pictures with the benefit of Aeneas’ hindsight, as much involved in his
reactions ac the images themselves In the same way, unlike the ignorant hero, he has the adantage of
being able to understand the Aeneia’ with an awareness of the content and consequences of the events
depicted. Bartsch argues that the introduction of Aeneas’ optimistic understanding of the pictures begs an
optimistic interpretation of the text as a whole by the reader.13 On the contrary, the contrast between the
pessimistic interpretation suggested by the reader’s instinct — as influenced by Virgil so far in the poem —

and Aeneas’ misunderstanding, leads the reader to question the supplied interpretations, particularly of
artworks, and to read deeper into the underlying message that they supply’ to one examining the text as a
unified entity.

The pictures in the Temple ofjuno are described by Virgil as pictura inani, a pointer to support the
reader’s instinct that Aeneas has in fact been deceived.’4This is an explicit prompt to consider the
deceptiveness of art - a theme that is central to its representation in the Aeneid, Although it has been
argued that there is little connection between Daedalus, the creator of the Temple of Apollo at Cumac,
and the rest of the Aeneid,’5 deception and correct interpretation are essential to the success of many of his
works that appear in the Aeneid. This is exemplified in books one to four by the Trojan horse, which is
repeated on the temple doors along with Pasiphaë’s cow and the Labyrinth. The purpose of each of these
is to deceive, in every case fulfilled by the breaching of their containing boundaries with violent results.
The deception of the wings of Icarus — the pretence of making a bird from a man to formulate an escape —

fails, in some ways as a result of the misinterpretation of the limitations of the artwork by Icarus. As such
the artist fails, represented in the Aeneid as a double failure, since he is also unable to represent his son’s
death in the temple images.’6 Just as Aeneas was deceived by the murals at Carthage, so he is by those at
Cumae, failing to interpret them as the reader can with a fuller picture both of his past and his future
Virgil’s choice of pictures provides several forecasts for Aeneas, which the reader, but not the hero, are
invited to understand.

in reading the images on the Temple of Apollo, one figure can be particularly associated with
Aeneas — though it is not an explicit association, nor one which he perceives — and that is Theseus.”
Although the associations between the deserted women Ariadne and Dido provide a fairly obvious
parallel,’6 as does the descent to the Underworld, the connotations of such a parallel are sufficiently
negative to explain why the understanding of the relationship is left up to the reader. In the first case,
Aeneas might at least argue that his divine mission provides sufficient excuse for his desertion of Ariadne,

11 Troilus is only mentioned at Iliad 24.257 as the dead son of Prian but the scholiast to this line makes reference to Sophocles Troilui
in which he says Achilles ambushed Troilus while he was exercising his horses. He cannot yet have been 20 as the prophecy goes that
had he lived until then Troy would not have fallen. Williams (1960) 146-49.
12 Bartsch (1988) 337.
13 Ibid. 338.
14 Virgil Aeneid 1.464.
15 Zarker(t967) 221
16 Virgil Aeneid 6.32-3.
17 Casali (1995) 1-9.
18 Cf. Catullus 64.
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at the court of Dido when he tells the story of Troy, picking up where the temple sculptures left off,
his

primary creative role is as a founder. \Vherc Daedalus’ creations are his artworks, Aeneas’ will be a co
untry

and a people. For Virgil, the divine man was not only the uirpi.tis but also the creative man, such as th
e

benevolent ruler of Ec/oue l; the wonder-worker Daphnis of Ecloue 5, who after apotheosis dominate
s

nature also;2 or figures within the Geoiiar, which as a whole praise creative man in his capacity as farmer,2

Book 6 introduces Daedalus in the same role, inseparable from the artwork he has created, just as

the tarmer is from his farm in the GeüzB, a concept made more apparent by the artist’s inclusion as a

character in the °or on his temple doors In this was, he will be mirrored by Aeneas in his descent to th
e

Underworld, where the subsequent story ot his creation will be laid out before him in the Parade of

Heroes. Importantly, the figure embodied by Daedalus and Aeneas is in turn mirrored by Augustus, at
the

centre of the Parade of Heroes, who is himself a Virgilian divine man, creator of a ults and as such

inseparable from hi creauon ThB. i. not the onh way in which Aeneas and Daedalus, and in turn

Augustus, are paralleled. Icarus is omitted from the display of images, his grieving and almost certainly

guilt-ridden father unable to supply his story. But his story is supplied by Virgil’s authorial voice in

apostrophe to him, in a subjective interpretation of what is or might be missing, rather than through the

eyes of a viewer of the images that are present:

“[...j tu quoque magnam
partem opere in tanto, sineret dolor, icare, haberes.

The emphasis on the missing boy raises questions regarding the father-son relationship. Rather

than recalling Ascanius and his relationship with his father, the reader is more likely to think of Aeneas
’

guardian-ward relationship with Pallas, a charge which he, like Daedalus, fails to fulfil and which leads to

Pallas’ untimely death. This can, in turn, be related to Augustus’ loss of his adopted son and heir,

Marcellus, movingly and aptly described by Anchises later in book 6.2 Putnam also makes the interesting

and important connection between Daedalus’ father-son relationship and the relationship between Aeneas

and his father.26 Significantly, Aeneas loses his father during their escape from hostile Troy and before they

can find the new land of Italy. However, it is in the Underworld episode, when they are again able to me
et,

that Putnam draw’s attention to Anchises’ summary of the ethical artistry imposed upon Roman might:2’

“parcere subiectis et debeflare superbos.i This is far from Aeneas’ actions in book 12: just as Icarus

forgets his father’s advice, so does Aeneas. This leaves the reader in a quandary of interpretation: eithe
r the

hero is, as instinct might suggest, flawed, and thus the Roman line must be descended from one who does

not adhere to the crucial ethics of the Roman warrior, or Anchises’ advice is in fact as deceptive as

Daedalus’ artworks, and is an ideal which cannot in fact be realized, As Putnam therefore concludes of the

work as a whole:

“Aeneas cannot fulfil his father’s idealizing, and therefore deceptive, vision of Rome, and Virgil,

the artisan of his tale, cannot show’ him as so doing.”2’

19 Virgil Aeneid 6.392-97.
20Rutledge(1971-2) 111-2.
21 Virgil Eclogues 1.42-5.
22 Ibid. 5.29-34; 57-64.
23 See further Rutledge (1967> 309-11.
24 Virgil Aeneid 6 30-1
25 Virgil Aeneid 6.868-86 Cf. Rutledge (1971-2) 113.
26 Putnam(1998) 91.
27 ibid.
28 Virgil Aeneid 6 853.
29 Putnam (1998) 95.
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Although the Shield of Aeneas is written so that it is viewed through the eyes of ignarus Aeneas,3°it
raises more questions about the interpretation of art than perhaps any other ecphrasis in the poem. Unlike
the Shield of Achilles upon which it is based, supplied because Achilles had lost his armour when
Patroclus was killed fighting in it, there is no narrative purpose to the Shield of Aeneas, Presumably, he
already had a perfectly good shield, which had served him both in Trot and during his wanderings Instead
the shield is of service to the reader, as it provides a series of questions relevant to the overall
interpretation of the work, Just a Aeneas was unfamiliar with the future of Rome as it was depicted in
the Underworld, so he cannot understand the images of the future with which he is presented; they can
onh be understood by the god.s and, unlike the figure of Anchises in book 6, he is not this time provided
with an internal interpreter. The reader, on the other hand, is provided with an authorial voice aware not
only of the content of the pictures, but who also sets the events, to some extent, within a historical
context. This is by no means, however, to argue that Virgil is failing to present the images as plastic images
on a physical shield, although he is not describing a real, existing shield but an imaginary one which could
only have been created by Vulcan.32 It even recalls the attempts at ideological plastic artworks during the
Augustan era, and as such warns against attempts to deceive, or the risk of being deceived into
misinterpretation within these works,33 For Virgil, the restraining power of art is doomed to failure or
violent outcome; not even the rates can maintain civilizing power and even Orpheus looks back.34

Although it might appear that the central
image on the shield — presenting its twisted and
pro-Augustan propagandistic version of Actium as
a war against the East rather than a civil war —
raises the most questions for the contemporary
reader. It is the internal setting of the shield that
provides the biggest issue for the interpreting
reader: to forge the shield is clearly to forge the
chronicle of Rome, yet Venus has not only to
seduce Vulcan into making it but, to the same
extent, to seduce Aeneas into taking it, using
language reminiscent of one lover seducing
another.35Why, the reader asks, should she have to
undertake such measures if there is in fact nothing
wrong with the shield?

The works of art in the Aeneid are crucial, therefore, not to the narrative but to the reader’s
interpretation of the narrative and of Virgil’s purpose in writing. Each ecphrasis, in particular, serves as a
synecdoche to the whole. Although the symbolism and thematic clues inherent in the ecphrases provide
suggestions for understanding the work as a whole, they raise just as many questions, opposing the
reader’s instinct — often influenced by earlier messages in the poem — with the interpretations suggested by
Aeneas, other characters or the omniscient authorial voice. Above all, these clues connect the themes of
the poem as a whole, providing a unity, but a unity whose interpretation is even then subjective. The
theme of deception is recurrent, particularly as a feature of the nature of art, and this in turn raises
questions about the dangers of art’s influence, especially when applied as a critique to the Aeneid as an

30 Virgil Aeneid 8.730.
31 Wesi (1975-6 repr. 1990) 295.
32 West convincingly confirms this: Ibid. 295-304.
33 For further interpretation of Virgils comment on the inherent dangers in ideological Augustan artworks, see Bartschs excellent 1988
article on control in Virgilian art, especially 331-3,
34 Virgil Georgics 4.492-3.
35 Putnam (1998)7.
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history of Rome’s foundation does far more than provide a histor3 or a piece of Augustan propaganda

Instead it provides both the reader or the one viewing an artwork — and the man who would try to force

an interpretation upon them — with a warning and a rejection of deceptive art. Virgil has explicitly opened

the door to his readers to interpret his poem in whatever way they desire.
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Reviewed by Hannah Mossman

at first greets the interested student of Lucian is choice. There
are eight volumes in the Loeb Classical Library brimming with

texts attributed to Lucian (although admittedly the eighth is made up
of texts attributed to authors other than Lucian), but a lack of
extended secondary works devoted to a single text. Lucian’s True
Histories appears to have been the dominant text in recent times,
appealing in its subject matter of an extraordinary journey and the
truth-value the narrator places on the narrative when he claims he is
only telling the truth in saying that he is lying. Ogden (henceforth 0.)
shows the value in granting other texts in the corpus such focused
attention. The Lover ofLies, or Philopseudes, is a fascinating and
complicated text. It seeks to answer the question of why men gain such

pleasure through lying when there is no advantage to be gained through tales of the

extraordinary and supernatural. It is these tales that 0. centres his study around.

The focus 0. adopts is based upon acknowledging and appreciating the story-types of

the tales presented in the text and the ways in which Lucian’s tales engage with them.
The

purpose of the study is thus to consider two complementary questions: vVhat does an

understanding of the traditional form (or forms) of the tales with which Lucian works tell us
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traditional form or inrin et the tales ith hieh he rorks 1-2) It is an ambitious aiim and
before 0. begins at Chapter One proper, he proide useful information to act as a
foundation in the Introduction. One striking thing about these initial pages is that they
provide valuable introductory information not only for the approach 0. uses, but for the text
in more general terms. As 0. notes, there is no satisfactory extended study of the
Philopseudes in existence (1) and, for a student coming to the text for the first time (or
indeed second, third or fourth time), the Introduction succeeds in identifying the key
elements, such as its relationship to other texts in the Lucianic corpus (6-7), the undeniable
philosophical aspect (7-12 and 18-31), and, importantly, a clear and succinct presentation of
scholarship on the structuring of the tales (16-18)

0, divides his study into ten chapters, one for each of the tales This addresses a
potential problem for a reader of the Philopseudes: the stories contain so much information
and come so fast, sometimes seeming to run into each other, that it is easy to lose sight of
where one is within the text. The structure 0. uses is therefore appropriate, and is aided by
the inclusion of a translation of the text (45-63), which has ten subtitles corresponding to the
ten chapters.

In terms of content, O.’s comprehensiveness is remarkable. To use Chapter One (the
longest chapter alongside Chapter Ten), ‘The Chaldaean snake-blaster’, as an example of the
way 0. treats a tale, we are told that it is “interesting not least for reproducing a story-type
that was subsequently to become prominent amongst the earliest hagiographical accounts of
dragon fights of the sort that subsequently became familiar in connection with St. George”
(65). A short synopsis of the tale itself is followed by translated passages of sources treating
the theme and Lucian’s crafting of it. So, in this instance, 0. shows how elements of the
story-type were present in pagan culture a century before Lucian wrote his texts (66) and
how Lucian may be manipulating Christian imagery (67). 0. goes on to note analogues in the
following centuries (68-70), breaking down elements of the tale and analysing them further
in this way. A concluding section ‘Tradition and innovation in Lucian’s tale’ (86-7) brings
together the other sources and Lucian’s treatment of the tale. Each section has a similar
concluding section, and this is essential: there is no lengthy conclusion at the end of the book,
simply because the range of material and story-types presented in the chapters is so varied
that it warrants regular synthesis. Each chapter is treated in a similar way, leading up to
the final tale ‘The sorcerer’s apprentice’, which we are told from the very beginning ‘conveys
the flavour of the ten’ (1).

One element concluded in the final section of the book is the presence of Cynic
imagery identifiable in the majority of tales. Cynic considerations are a linking thread from
the discussion of the identity of Pellichus in the third tale onwards (13 9-42), and 0. offers
thoughts on the person behind the Cynic voice in the Conclusion. He questions whether it
belongs to a character within the narrative, or Lucian, the author in overall charge of the
narrative, ending with the claim that “it is easiest, perhaps, to understand the material as
origination with the disembodied author, working, as it were, in partial alliance with [the
character] Tychiades” (273).

The approach 0. uses, then, is not just to concentrate on the ‘Lucianic’ aspects of the
tales, the satire, the cultural influence on Lucian’s writing, and so on. Instead, it delves into
a world of other texts, including pagan, Christian and the rest of Lucian’s corpus when
relevant. 0. shows that there is a different way of approaching Lucian and appreciating his
craft, demonstrating that the types of stories told are just as important as the way they are
told.
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theme, and perhaps the strongest candidate is the haunted house stor’. mx oh mg the restkss dead This

essay examines five such stories found in Pliny, Le# 7,27; Lucian, PhiIopsmv/s 30-i; Plaurus, Meel
/aria

446-531; Constantius of Lyon, 14e ofSt Germanus 2,10; and Gregory the Great, Dialogues 3.4.1-3. To beg
in

with, we shall compare Pliny and Lucian’s accounts of haunted houses and consider to what extent the

latter may be viewed as a parody of the former. From this we shall attempt to reconstruct the traditional

elements of the haunted house story before comparing these with the two later stories of Cono’an
tius of

Lyon (480 AD and Gregor the Great (60 century AD). Finally we shall compare these four accounts to

our earliest source MastS/aria (ca 200BC) by the comic poet Plautus Throughout these comparisons we

shall explore txxo important questions, firstly, ar these stories themanealli similar enough to consider

them of a specific type? Scondiy, do these stones borrow from one another chronologically or was

another source their mspiranon?
Let us consider first what is meant hI the term ‘restless dead’, an important theme in four of our

nyc sources Collison Morley dfincd them as follows: “The dead not yet at rest stere disided into three

classes - those who had died before their time [...j those who met with violent deaths [...] and the
unburied.” f-or the purposes of this essay we are most concerned with the third class, Collison-Morley

says of the unburied that their spirits “were usually held to be bound, more or less, to the spot where thei
r

bodies lay [...j belonging neither to this world nor to the next, restless and malignant The reason

for this was that ‘ they had not yet been admitted to the world below, and were forced to wander”.3There

are many examples of ghosts of the unburied seeking their proper rites in classical literature, but perhaps

the most famous come from Homer. In the Odycsy, Elpenor dies when he falls from the roof of Circe’s

house, but when Odysseus ventures into the underworld, he is confronted by Elpenor’s ghost:

“But first there came the soui of my companion, Elpenor,
for he had not yet been buried under the earth of the wide ways,
since we had left his body behind in Circe’s palace,
unburied and unwept [...]“ (Homer, Odjssy 1 ‘1.51-4)

Elpenor’s only concern is that Odysseus should bury his corpse and makes a poignant plea to that effect:

“[...] do not go and leave me behind unwept, unburied,
when you leave, for fear I might become the gods’ curse upon you;
but burn me there with all my armour that belongs to me,
and heap up a grave mound [...]“ (Homer, Odjssy 11.72-5)

In the I/iad the ghost of Patroklos visits Akhilleus requesting burial:

“The ghost stood over his head and spoke to him: ‘You are asleep, and you have forgotten me,

Achilleus [...j Bury me as quickly as can be, so I can pass through the gates of Hades. The ghosts,

phantoms of the dead, are keeping me away, they will not let me cross the river to join their

number, but I am left wandering in vain along the broad-gated house of 1-lades [...j I shall never

again return from Hades, once you have given me my due rite of burning.” (Homer, Iliad 23.68-

75)

In this last passage, the suffering of the individual left unburied is explicitly expressed. Patroklos is

doomed to wander restlessly and remain upon the boundary between life and death undi he is burie
d —

this is clearly’ expressed by the disclosure that he will never return again from Hades once he has received

1 Collison-Morley 1919, 11,
2 Collison-Morley 1919, 6’7.
Collison-Morley 1919, 6.
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totcing the ghost into a corner and iaing it vith a charm While Pliny’s ghost ma desire help and Lucian’s
violently opposes Arignotus’ presence, both the consequences of the ghosts’ activities and the method of
their removal are very similar. Both houses have been abandoned; all who have tried to enter them have
been scared away or literally frightened to death. In Pliny we are told that:

“As a result [of the ghost’s acthities] the inhabitants were kept awake through dismal, terrible
nights, becauce of their fear. Sickness and death ensued from their sleep deprivation as their
trepidation increaced,” (Plin, Leftcrs ‘.27.5 11)

Similarly in Lucian, “y mornipU,wre in despair and thinking that.they
the others” (Luclan, are also laid to,test’the di’scovery.
somev here in the house)whicIèhul&ophers find by qbservlsthe spectré
they disappear into the earth, diggiiig the xnes an,l i’itgthem proper buyi.t

There are other strong similari ehtwoacbunts. Thç,.main character ir
philosopher (Arignotus is specifica1ly4dth 4’ythagorean) ard determined to facç

alone, taking tothing with them but ‘an in -ed1ng material and a lamp Felton ic 7..

importance of the lamp in these stories, “The lamp is ostensibly present because the philosoers needed
light in order to work; but the detail also suggests thatI haunted-house stories from antiquity, a lighted
lamp needed to be present for a ghost to appear.”5What seems at first to be an içitituous detail .may’be
an important theme in the haunted house adition. J’

So far we hve’looked at the similarities between these two stories, but it is impOftantto consider
the differences as well. Firstly, the authors are writing in very different genres and with different ns. :!
Lucian’s PhiIopseudesis satirical attack upon superstitious belief. He writes in thfirst-persorwhih helps
to characterise his philQsopher Arignotus as particularly pompous and boastful: ¶[The ghost] thOught he
was up against an avëra’ge fellow and expected me to flee in terror like the others”(Lpcian, Philo. 30-1).
Such presentation ofArignotus’ chaiacter by Lucian helps to establish that the story lI&is telling is not
true. .

Pliny, byr contrast, writes in the third person and is recou.ntinga story he hs heard tha’tis supposed
to be genuine. This however, does not necessarily imply that Pliny himslf tho’ug& the tale to be true.
While Lucian’s Phi/opseudes is concerned with ridiculing the supernatural, Pliny’s Letters re only’
occasionally concerned with this subject, but they seem to display a’l.evel of scpticism, as when ‘he says
Athenodorus engaged in writing so that his “unoccupied mind would not invent imagirid nulses and
empty terrors for itself’ (Pliny, Letters 7.27.5-Il). While ostensibly this implies that Athe6odorus was
actively attempting to evade imaginary terrors, it unavoidably implies the possibility of such stimulus.

Russell believes that Lucian’s tale was intended “no doubt as a parody”5of Pliny’s story, but
Felton, while acknowledging that this is the consensus view, is less convinced, suggesting that outside of
this tale Lucian shows no sign of familiarity with Pliny. Felton states that the fact “that Pliny’ brings up the
subject implies that stories such as these were circulating regularly in society”.8If that is the case, then it
seems just as likely that Lucian was borrowing from this oral tradition directly’ and not through Pliny.
There are several other substantial differences between the two tales that suggest Lucian’s story is not
merely a parody of Pliny. Pliny’s story is not greatly concerned with providing a physical description of the
ghost, the description itself being only two lines in length:

While it seems likely that both of these individuals also suffered violent deaths, their primary reason in haunting the
houses is that they have not received proper burial,
Felton 1999, 55.
Russell 1981, 210.
‘?Felton 1999, 81.
Felton 1999, 62.

man, like
(buied
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physical description, which is used to build suspense. Lucian howe er does not mention chains at all
and

relies on physical description rather than sound to create tension. This leads us to the second substa
ntial

difference between the two stories, that Lucian’s ghost is a shapeshifter:

“He attacked me on all sides, in case he could beat me on one, and transformed himself now into a

dog, now into a bull, nov into a lion” (Lucian, P/il/a 3U1)

It ccems unlikely that if I ucun had intended hi’ ston as a mere par d of Pliny that he would hv m4dc

two such substantial deviations trom the original story A third ditteremc is that, anile Atnenodorus takes

writing equipment into the house to occupy hi mind, the books that Aruinotus takes with him are of a

magical nature and aid him in controlling the ghost
It Lucrm’s stor i not a direct paroch of Plin. and Pliny’s tale of the haunted house in itself is a

record of stories being circulated in society more generalh, then it seems likely that there Was
an existing

oral tradition of such tales. As we have seen, however, there are substantial differences between the
two.

So, to what extent can we reconstruct traditional elements that appear in both? Firstly, both storie
s take

place in large deserted houses, which are uninhabitable and have a reputation in the local commu
nity as

being haunted by a dangerous ghost; in both instances people died when attempting to spend time o
n the

premises. In both tales a lone philosopher enters the house, is confronted by the ghost, discover
s the

location of the body by watching where the ghost disappears, then marks it. The following day’ the b
ody is

dug up and given proper burial, which allows the ghost to rest and ends the haunting. The most
important

elements seem to be the personality of the main character, the cause of the haunting and the method of its

alleviation,
To discover whether this reconstruction adequately describes haunted house stories from antiquity,

it is necessary to examine other stories of a similar nature. Flaunted house stories by’ Gregory the Gr
eat

and Constantius of Lyon come from a much later period (sixth and fifth centuries AD respectively), but

will help us to assess whether such stories are borrowing from a common source (perhaps oral tradition)

or if there is an element of chronological copying. It is also possible that, if these later survivals are

drawing upon a common source, they may preserve something of it that earlier surviving sources did not.

There are strong differences between these stories and the earlier tales, in particular the presence

of a strong Christian theme. While previously’ the characters who entered the haunted houses we
re

philosophers, now they are bishops. Accordingly’, their motivation for entering the houses is different,

with an emphasis placed upon their concern for the welfare of the local people and in the Life
ofSi

Germanus for the ghost itself. We are told that the bishop ‘tookpi” on the ghost and that he made a

prayer of intercession so that “rest was securedfor the dead, andpeacefar the Iivin.” (CoL, StGer 2.10) G
ermanus

does not enter the house alone and it is not a ghost Darius faces, but a devil. In both instances
the bishops

invoke the power of their god to command the ghost: “He at once invoked the name of Chris
t and

commanded the ghost to confess who it was and what it was doing there. Straightaway it laid
aside its

terrifying appearance and spoke with humble voice [...]“ (CoL, SiGer. 2.10) Similarly in the Dialo
,gues “But

see how, through your arrogance, ou wanted to imitate God, see you are imitating anima
ls, just as you do

in fact deserve.” (GtG, Dia. 3 4.1.3) Perhaps most significantly, in Diakgues there are no restl
ess dead or

bodies buried on the premises; instead the demon is cast out of the house through humilia
tion.

When considering that as much as 400 years separate Pliny and Lucian from Constantius of Lyon

and Gregory the Great, the similarities between their stories seem particularly striking. While bishops have

replaced philosophers, there are strong similarities between their characters as learned men
who are

confident in their own abilities to withstand the ghosts where other men have failed. The s
tory involves

them staving in the house overnight and confronting the ghost (or demon) responsible for
the haunting.

In Life ofSt Germanus we are presented with another representation of the restless dead, specif
ically the

unburied: “They now lay’ unburied, and this was the reason that they disturbed people, because they

themselves could not be at rest.” (CoL, SiGer, 2.10) As with the earlier pagan versions t
he bodies have to
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t tt rrt V Ilc . Tu dcrnw ‘ c. d1L.:’OuJri5hgao i’iuiat tic iou’ of lloV. tlc bleatiiw of hccp. thc bruuig of thc huuig of siiakc, thc sucabng otpigs and shrev. mice” (GtG, Dia, 3 4.1-3). Both stories are similar to the myth of Proteus. The emphasisplaced upon the sounds of the demon instead of its physical appearance is reminiscent of Pliny’s handlingof his haunted house story.
Having considered four of the later sources and examined the similarities and differences betweenthem, we shall now turn to our earliest source, Plautus’ iWoslellaria from Ca. 200 BC. It was itself “anadaptation of an earlier play entitled Phasma, probably by Philenon”1°from tçowtb,r third century BC.This source is problehttiç, as ,,açirtedy in v hich the ‘iudienjpows t ‘ a bticaupnby one of the chaFactfse 1ata slave, Tranio;i’ringto keep deaway from the house. Trania opThcoveting’house with courtesans”° and sci’i desctibes TaniYa’of the flnest specimens in the great setvants”) Flton disagrees,that it is Tranio’s inability to con struct’if quickly that icreates much of ti““Unfortunately for Tranio, his hastily improviëEd story coptains many inconsistencies, ahdcover fUr fhem in the face of Theopfopides’ continuobs scepticism provides much comicTranio uses the inconsistencies within his own story to confuse Theopropides. For example,
“It is surprising that he didn’t speak to him while he was awake [.. .j sinc he Fiad been killed i*tyyears ago! Sonietimes you can be really stupid, Theopropides!” (Plautus, Mos. 446-531)

We have seen from the later stories that ghosts were generally believed to be capble of speakil g theliving and in most haunted house stories the ghost is a physical apparition, not a ‘.rision in a dream. Thisconfusion seems tcbè a deliberate pioy on Tranio’s part, not just to confuse his ntçr but to prevent hisdeception from being discovered. If Tranio suggests the haunting js being caused by a cforpse on thepremises, then all that Theopropides need do is uncover the body nd give it a proper burial. As no bodyexists however, Tranio must provide another explanation. This 1eadsto eJater.ocld assertion thatalthough the ghost was murdered on the premises, he cbntinues to haunt the house’ because “this househas been allocated to me to live in. For Orcus refused to admit me to Acherop becaus I died before mytime.” (Plautus, Alas, 446-531) Tranio is suggesting that the house is haunted by a ghostpfteresdessdead, but one from a different category, one who has died before his time.The story is particularly important. As a deliberate comic invention, we can assume that suchstories were familiar to the audience. Further, by looking closely at the text we may be able to discernsome other traditional elements of the haunted house story, especially through comparison with the latersources. Although Tranio’s deliberate muddling of traditional elements complicates matters, it seems clearthat the tale he invents is, essentially, very similar to those told by Pliny and Lucian — the house is hauntedby the restless dead and dangerous to the living. This causes it to be uninhabitable.Let us look now at some traditional elements within the story that are comparable with thosefound in the later sources, One such consistent element is the door, around which most of the action inthis scene is set. Ghosts are liminal creatures, existing between states of living and death and as such,thresholds (especially doors) become particularly symbolic. Pliny, for example, writes that the sound of theghost “grew louder, drew nearer, and now it sounded as if it was at the threshold [...J” (Pliny, Le#eic7.27.5-11). Tranio is also careful to mention the lamp, strongly suggesting that this was a traditionalelement of the ghost story, “\X’e fell sound asleep. By chance, I had forgotten to put the light out”(Plautus, Alas. 446-531). It seems that a ghost was unable to appear without such light and Tranio feels the

9 This seems unusual in the Christian tradition, where survival of the soul is promoted above concerns of the body;perhaps a pagan element of the story has unwittingly been transmitted into this Christian retelling of the tale?° Ogden, 2002, 154.
1 Ogden, 2002, 157.
12 Russell, 1981, 212.
13 Felton, 1999, 55.
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that he is also a victim of improper burial. As Tranio
sa s of the murderer, “He took his guest’s gold and

stuck his body in the ground, right here inside the ho
use [,..]“ (Plautus, Mos. 446.531).

In conclusion, we have seen that it is possible to rec
onstruct the major elements of haunted house

stories by identiiing those themes that appear frequ
ently in the sources. These themes, however, do not

necessarilu appear in chronological order throughout the
sources. For example, Pliny and Constantius

make explicit mention of chains and Lucian and Grego
ry the Great describe shape shifting, while the other

sources do not. This strongli suggests that the sources
do not borror from one another chronologicalli,

but take inspiration from an cxisting source, perhaps an oral tradition, The ex
istence of such an oral

tradition is suggested within the stories themselves, since in Plirn,
Lucian, Gregory the Great and

Constantius of Lyon the locals all tell tales of the hau
nted house within their community
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